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Abstract 
In digital imaging systems, due to the nature of the optics involved, the depth of 
field is constricted in the field of view. Parts of the scene are in focus while others are 
defocused. Here, a framework of versatile data-driven application independent methods 
to extend the depth of field in digital imaging systems is presented. The principal 
contributions in this effort are the use of focal connectivity, the direct use of curvelets and 
features extracted by Empirical Mode Decomposition, namely Intrinsic Mode Images, for 
multifocus fusion. The input images are decomposed into focally connected components, 
peripheral and medial coefficients and intrinsic mode images depending on the approach 
and fusion is performed on extracted focal information, by relevant schema that allow 
emphasis of focused regions from each input image. The fused image unifies information 
from all focal planes, while maintaining the verisimilitude of the scene. The final output 
is an image where all focal volumes of the scene are in focus, as acquired by a pinhole 
camera with an infinitesimal depth of field. In order to validate the fusion performance of 
our method, we have compared our results with those of region-based and multiscale 
decomposition based fusion techniques. Several illustrative examples, supported by in 
depth objective comparisons are shown and various practical recommendations are made.  
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1 Introduction 
Humans have the uncanny ability to look at a 3 dimensional scene and build a complete 
mental map of all of the focused regions in the scene in their mind. At any given moment 
humans perceive one central region of focus while blurring out the rest of their peripheral 
vision. Our visual systems help us to focus numerous focal volumes with ease even in 
large complex surroundings. How is our visual system able to create this mental map of a 
fully focused scene? In the literature, there exist studies explaining how humans 
recognize scenes based on the perception of objects. An object should be discrete, be 
distinguished in its context and be an entity [Enns and Rensink, 1992, Moore et al., 1998, 
Rufin and Koch, 2003]. The spatial arrangement of the objects in a scene and the context 
are used to rank importance. The human visual cortex typically focuses on one object or 
focal volume at any given instant of time [Deubel and Schneider, 1996, Garavan, 1998]. 
Among numerous objects in a scene, only a few are processed or noticed in a short 
duration of time. Of the observed objects, only a subset of them will be unambiguously 
represented in short-term memory [Rufin and Koch, 2003]. Many other objects are 
disregarded or forgotten. Lastly, an intangible scene schema is formed. Scene schemas 
are longer remembered structures that may last indeterminately. Such schemas include a 
catalogue of objects that are unambiguously epitomized in short-term memory, along 
with the relative positions of said objects. 
In imaging optics, depth of field (DOF) is the distance between the closest and 
furthermost objects in a 3-D scene that appear visibly focused in an image. Although a 
lens focuses at a fixed distance, the sharpness in focus decreases gradually before and 
after the said focused distance and this gives the impression of focal volume that appears 
sharp to the human perception model. In some cases, it may be desired to have the entire 
scene in focus, and a large depth of field is suitable. Alternatively, a narrow depth of field 
may be more effective, in emphasizing the subject while de-emphasizing the foreground 
and background for certain artistic applications. In Figure 1-1, we see a schematic 
defining a focal volume, i.e. the volume in the lens’ field of view which lies in its depth 
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of field as well. Objects in the focal volume are in focus while those outside are blurred. 
In cinematography, a large depth of field is often called deep focus, and a narrow depth 
of field is often called shallow focus. The depth of field is parameterized by the camera-
to-object distance, the focal length of the lens, the f-number of the lens, and the format 
size or circle of confusion criterion. For a given f-number, increasing the magnification, 
either by moving closer to the subject (as in the case of microscopes) or using a lens of 
greater focal length ( as in the case of long range zoom lenses), decreases the depth of 
field. For a specified object magnification, increasing the f-number (reducing the aperture 
diameter) widens the depth of field; decreasing f-number (widening the aperture 
diameter) narrows depth of field. Also, when a scene is imaged under different format 
sizes from the same distance and aperture with lenses that perceive an identical angle of 
view, the smaller format has wider depth of field.  
Due to this virtue of the depth of field, it is not possible to image an entire scene 
that is vividly in focus. Some applications such as artistic photography and cinematic 
cinematography prefer this virtue for aesthetic reasons. In fact, it is considered a figure of 
merit to lenses in the field of photography. One of the advantages of a lens with a wide 
aperture is that it can collect substantially more light. While shooting when the available 
light is decreasing, it becomes imperative in photography to capture every photon 
possible. One can manipulate the depth of field in digital photographs by regulating the 
diameter of the aperture. A wider aperture produces a shallower (or narrower) depth of 
field and a narrow aperture produces greater depth of field. Some of the benefits of 
having a lens with shallow depth of field are the following:  
1) Imaging in available lighting:  
A digital imaging sensor needs light to produce an image. There are two ways this 
can be done: the sensors can be exposed for a long period of time or the aperture 
to the sensor is opened as wide as possible. If one had a lens with a maximum 
aperture of say f/2.0 (which allows twice the amount of light as from a lens with 
maximum aperture f/4), then for relative fast shutter speeds one is able to image a 
scene.  
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Figure 1-1. Schematic defining a focal volume, i.e. the volume in the lens’ field of view, which lies in its DOF as well. Objects in the focal volume are 
in focus while those outside are blurred.   
                      Field of view (visual cone) 
                       Depth of field (DOF)  
                       Focal volume 
                        Focused object  
                        Unfocused object  
Imaging device 
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2) Imaging with faster shutter speeds: 
If one has a lens with a wider aperture, the shooting shutter speeds can be faster. 
Since the wide aperture allows more light, the shutter does not need to be kept 
open to accept more light. This is especially a useful virtue when imaging events 
wherein subjects are in motion and allows for a significant amount of motion blur. 
3) Imaging for reduced depth of field: 
Lenses with wide apertures have shallow (or narrower) depth of field. Nature, 
wildlife and portrait photographers use this virtue for a significant range of shots 
to reduce the impact of a busy background. This facet is termed ‘bokeh’ in the 
photographic community. 
1.1 Motivation 
In many practical cases in engineering and medical imaging, narrow depth of field 
is not desired. The idea in such imaging is not always to produce aesthetically appealing 
imagery. This sometimes is seen as a handicap. When a scene is being imaged, it is 
desirable in certain applications to have all the objects of the scene to be in focus. 
Typically, lenses possess the virtue of limited depth of field (DOF) and this makes the 
acquisition of such an all-in-focus image difficult, especially under limited illumination 
conditions. This is a major issue in many imaging purposes, e.g. inspection of 
microscopic scenes and long range feature tracking. Microscopic imaging is usually 
inherently limited in illumination due to mechanics of the imaging systems. Usually 
additional lighting is required to make imaging even possible in many cases. There are 
several light sources available to illuminate microscopes, for routine observation and 
acute photomicrography. Image creating light rays are captured by the microscope 
objective lens and passed into the eyepiece or directed by a beam splitter into camera 
ports. Through the optical conduit of the microscope, illumination is directed through 
diaphragms and lenses as it propagates from the source to illumine the specimen. In 
Figure 1-2, an example of such images generated by photo microscopy is shown. When 
imaging a sample, it is desirable to have the entire area of interest to be in focus in the 
acquired image. Typically, microscopes have a limited DOF and this makes the 
acquisition of such an all-in-focus image difficult. This is a major problem in many 
microscopic applications and extends into the realm of scanning electron microscopes as 
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well. In microscopic and nanoscopic environments, visualizing the entire three-
dimensional working distance is difficult due to the limited depth of field (DOF). This 
becomes an issue in the inspection and/or visualization of the scene. 
In long-range zoom lenses, the situation reoccurs and is predominant. As focal 
length increases, the depth of field at each relative aperture decreases. On the contrary, as 
focal length decreases, the depth of field at each relative aperture increases. Hence, wide-
angle lenses characteristically have more depth of field at each given relative aperture 
while telephoto lenses have less depth of field at each given relative aperture. The same 
depth of field and optical rules apply to long-range zoom lenses. The longer the zoom 
length (i.e., focal length increases as magnification is increased), the shallower the depth 
of field at each given long range. By de-magnifying (or zooming out) to shorter focal 
lengths, the depth of field increases. In applications such as face tracking, localization 
and recognition from a distance (as in security and surveillance applications), this is a 
considerable issue and multifocus fusion is needed for the merit of good observation and 
subject recognition. In Figure 1-3, examples of long range images with narrow depth of 
field generated by telephotography are shown.  
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 
  
(c) Input image 3 (d) Input image 4 
Figure 1-2. An example of shallow depth of field exaggerated due to limited illumination as in the case of 
photo microscopic imaging is shown. In each of the input images, a very narrow focal volume is being 
imaged. These images are acquired through a large-scale scanning electron microscope LCSEM 
(Magnification: 10 to 200,000×, working distance: 28mm, calibrated at 55 pixels to 200 µm). 
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(a) Focal length: 200 mm  
Aperture: f/5.6  
Shutter speed: 1/40
th
 sec 
(b) Focal length: 200 mm  
Aperture: f/5.6  
Shutter speed: 1/30
th
 sec 
Figure 1-3. An example of shallow depth of field exaggerated due to high object magnification (as a result 
of utilization of long-range zoom) as in the case of telephoto imaging is shown.  
1.2  Problem statement 
In multifocus fusion, the critical initiative is to obtain focal information from 
dissimilar focal planes in the scene and fuse them into an image where all the focal planes 
appear to be in focus. In other words, we simulate acquisition with a lens having an 
infinite depth of field. Lenses have limited DOF and depending on the acquisition 
conditions, it is not always possible to have the entire scene in focus. Each image in a set 
of input images acquired under the limited DOF has certain volumes of the scene in 
focus. We fuse such sets, into a single image where the entire scene appears to be 
acquired under an infinitesimal DOF.  
In this research effort, we present robust methods to extend the depth of field of 
an imaging system. Multifocus fusion is the process of unifying focal information from a 
stack of input images into one image, as one acquired under an extended or near 
infinitesimal DOF. This allows a unified perspective of the focal characteristics of a 
microscopic or nanoscopic scene, while retaining the visual verisimilitude of the working 
distance. In multifocus fusion, the central idea is to acquire focal information from 
multiple images at different focal planes and fuse them into one all-in-focus image where 
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all the focal planes appear to be in focus. A detailed overall research pipeline is presented 
in Figure 1-4. Figure 1-5 shows an example of such an extension of depth of field, for a 
case where N input images are fused.  
1.3 Document organization 
  The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Image fusion of 
multifocus images forms the backbone of this research effort and a survey of image 
fusion methods is presented in Chapter 2. This chapter reviews existing work relevant to 
this dissertation, describing the three major avenues, namely, region selection methods, 
multiscale decomposition methods and learning based methods used prominently for 
multifocus fusion.  
In Chapter 3, the preliminary work in the field of multifocus fusion developed 
indigenously as part of this dissertation is explained. The working mechanics of focal 
connectivity and adaptive focal connectivity fusion are explained. Brief references are 
made to earlier related methods such as multimodal fusion for visual and thermal data. 
Curvelet fusion, another exploit of this research effort is also explained.  
In Chapter 4, one of the important units of this work namely empirical mode 
decomposition is explained in sufficient detail. A brief description of non-stationary data 
processing methods is made. The concept of decomposition of image data into intrinsic 
mode functions is explained. The features and advantages of the EMD process will be 
declared therein. The process of using Empirical Mode Decomposition and Curvelet 
Analysis for multifocus fusion will be shown. Experimental results on different data set 
and measure of effectiveness will be elaborated here. 
Chapter 5 concludes with a brief summary of accomplished work and future 
works for this dissertation. 
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Figure 1-4. Research pipeline of proposed framework for multifocus fusion.
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(a) Input image with foreground focused. 
Note the word ‘depth’ in focus in this 
frame. 
(b) Input image with mid-focal region focused. 
Note the word ‘of’ in focus in this frame. 
  
(c) Input image with background focused. 
Note the word ‘field’ in focus in this 
frame. 
(d) Multifocus fused image with foreground, 
mid-focal region and background in focus. 
Figure 1-5. An example of Multifocus fusion (a-c) input images where certain areas of the input images are 
in focus (d) Fused image using multifocus fusion,where all planes are in focus. The words ‘Depth of Field’ 
are seen in one image, which one is not able to do so in any of the input images. Multifocus fusion gives us 
the ability of focusing different focal planes imaged of the same scene under different focal settings. 
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2 Related work 
In this chapter, we present a summary of current and seminal multifocus fusion methods. 
Multifocus fusion is an image processing capability that allows the fusion of images 
taken under different focal plane settings to give the impression of an image captured 
with an infinitesimal depth of field. The extension of DOF has been an interesting topic 
of research and has been investigated through various approaches. Multifocus fusion 
automatically selects regions from a bank of input images where the image details are in 
focus and fuses such information into one all-in-focus image. The reviewed methods are 
classified according to their nature (tiling, multiscale and learning based) and further 
subdivided into specific details. Main contributions, advantages, and drawbacks of the 
methods are mentioned in this section. General issues and observations are discussed. 
The major goal of the section is to provide a comprehensive reference for multifocus 
fusion, regardless of particular application areas. Various possible application areas are 
also discussed to demonstrate the span of possible benefits to the research community. 
2.1  Application areas of multi focus fusion 
Multifocus fusion can be used in a wide variety of commercial, artistic, engineering 
and optical applications. It is a very versatile tool in scene inspection with engineering 
and aesthetic benefits. It has many uses in areas such as tracking, surveillance, scene 
inspection, non-invasive testing of microscopic and nanoscopic data, depth from focus, 
etc. A few of the most common applications areas are mentioned herewith. 
2.1.1 Augmenting focus bracketing cameras with extended DOF features 
In digital imaging, bracketing is the general term of acquiring multiple images of the 
same scene using different or the same optical settings. Bracketing is beneficial and often 
suggested during circumstances that make it problematic to acquire an acceptable image 
with a single image, especially when minor variations in optimal parameters have a 
significant effect on the consequential image. Auto bracketing is automatic bracketing by 
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using firmware on the camera to obtain multiple bracketed acquisitions (in contrast to the 
photographer varying the settings manually between acquisitions). Focus bracketing is 
employed in cases of lenses with limited depth of field, as in macro photography, where a 
series of images with different positions of the focal plane are acquired and then the 
image with the largest proportion of the region of interest is in focus is chosen, or in some 
cases combined with the focused regions of interest from multiple images digitally (focus 
stacking). Focus stacking is challenging, as the objects comprising the scene, in all 
brackets, should be rigid during changes in focal point, magnification and relative 
positions of objects. It is also sometimes referred to as DOF bracketing, which is 
tantamount to acquiring an image stack in stepped apertures (F-Stops). This is predictably 
a new feature that is soon to penetrate the world of digital cameras where multifocus 
applications can be used in many signal processing and control units for digital cameras 
and camcorders that include this feature. An example of this feature in a commercially 
available digital camera (Ricoh CX3) is shown in Figure 2-1. In this particular example, 
the bracketing in depth of field is not readily observable, portraying room for growth. 
This is still an advancing attribute that is being added to the rapidly growing assortment 
of commercial available digital cameras.  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
  
 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 2-1. (a-e) A focus bracketed example sequence using the quick burst camera setting from (f) a 
commercially available camera (Ricoh CX3 ) [Brown 2010]  
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2.1.2  Extending depth of field in plenoptic lens imaging 
Plenoptic or light-field cameras are those that employ microlenses or lenticular 
lens arrays to capture 4-D light field information from a 3-D scene. Such light field 
information can be used to solve many computer vision problems. Once the light-field 
data is captured, algorithms are used to simulate a focused region in the image. The idea 
is to simulate what a physical lens would normally have done, with post processing 
computations. Adelson and Wang [Adelson and Wang 1992] pioneered this idea to 
moderate correspondence problems in stereo matching. In contrast to digital cameras, 
which acquire data in two-dimensions, light field cameras confine all light rays traversing 
in every direction through a scene. This allows some aspects of a picture to be 
manipulated after acquisition. To obtain this additional data, Lytro
®
 cameras include a 
light field sensor that collects color, intensity and vector information of light rays. The 
present draw backs are low resolution images and the inability to extend DOF. Raytrix
®
 
has made camera products for commercial use such as the Raytrix-R11
®
 4D light field 
camera. An array of microlenses is located at the focal plane of the camera’s principal 
lens. The image sensor is situated marginally behind the microlenses. Using such images 
the displacement of unfocussed objects can be analyzed and depth information can be 
gleaned. This virtue can be used to refocus an image virtually through post processing as 
suggested by Ng et al. [Ng et al, 2005]. This situation can be improved by increasing the 
number of micro lenses progressively. To surmount this constraint, Lumsdaine and 
Georgiev [Lumsdaine and Georgiev, 2009] describe the focused plenoptic camera where 
the microlens array is situated in front of the focal plane of the principal lens. This 
revision samples the light field in a different manner that permits higher spatial resolution 
by the virtue of a lower angular resolution [which can introduce undesirable aliasing 
artifacts]. Thus, images can be refocused with greater spatial resolution. Plenoptic 
cameras are noteworthy in tracking and imaging moving objects and it is expected to be a 
major field of research in recent future. In such plenoptic cameras, the feature of focus 
stacking is to be incorporated so that an all-in-focus image can be obtained. Hence this is 
an application where the utilities of multifocus fusion are highly desired. Images that are 
post focused through a plenoptic camera can be integrated into an image that simulates a 
wide depth of field with the advantages of having more scene illumination. An example 
of a multifocus data set acquired from a Plenoptic camera, where three subjects are in 
motion, is shown in Figure 2-2. The alignment of pixels through the image stack is 
particularly noteworthy. A schematic of the recording light fields using a light field 
sensor is shown in Figure 2-3. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2-2. An example sequence (a-c) of an image stack acquired by plenoptic imaging [Refocus imaging 
2008]. Note the waving hair in the individuals in the image. This greatly reduces any constraint requiring 
objects in a scene to be inherently rigid during acquisition. This family of cameras benefit from adding 
multifocus fusion as part of their post-processing firmware.  
 
 
Figure 2-3: Recording light fields using an innovative kind of sensor called a light field sensor. The light 
field sensor captures the color, intensity and vector direction of the rays of light. [Courtesy: 
http://www.lytro.com/science_inside] 
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2.1.3 Non-invasive testing and inspection for critical inspection and surface 
characterization of microscopic and nanoscopic specimens 
In microscopic and nanoscopic environments, visualizing the entire three-
dimensional working distance is difficult due to the limited depth of field. When imaging 
a sample, it is desirable to have the entire area of interest to be in focus in the acquired 
microscopic or nanoscopic image. In multifocus fusion, the central idea is to acquire 
focal information from multiple images at different focal planes and fuse them into one 
all-in-focus image where all the focal planes appear to be in focus. Typically, 
microscopes have a limited depth of field and this makes the acquisition of such an all-in-
focus image difficult. This becomes an issue in the inspection and/or visualization of the 
3-D working space. This is a major problem in many microscopic applications and 
extends into the realm of scanning electron microscopes (SEM) as well. For a specified f-
number, an increase in magnification, by moving nearer to the subject, decreases the 
depth of field. For a specified object magnification, increase in the f-number (reducing 
the aperture diameter) widens the depth of field; decreasing f-number (widening the 
aperture width) constricts the depth of field. Large chamber scanning electron 
microscopes (LC-SEM) is one of the latest members in the SEM family which has found 
extensive use for nondestructive evaluations. Very large objects can be scanned for 
cracks and fissures by means of this exclusive, rare and sophisticated high magnification 
microscope. 
Large objects (~1 meter) can be scanned in micro scale or nano scale using this 
microscope. A LC-SEM can provide critical surface characterization of conductive and 
non-conductive surfaces with a magnification of 10x to 200,000x. A unique and 
exclusive feature of this LC-SEM is that it can acquire microscopic data on specimens 
that can fit in a cube with the dimensional volume of 1.0 m
3
 and upto a weight of 300 Kg. 
The LC-SEM, as other SEMs, suffers from the problem of limited DOF making it 
difficult to inspect a large object while keeping all areas in focus. The LC-SEM used for 
this data acquisition is shown in Figure 2-4. In Figure 2-4 (b) a highly magnified 
microchip surface is shown which has been acquired with a magnification of 750. In 
Figure 2-4 (c) a cutting tool bit has been shown which shows a very fine piece of metal 
extracted from a base surface. This has been acquired under lesser magnification of 60. 
A piece of styrofoam which is used in mosaicing experiments is shown in Figure 2-4(d), 
which has been imaged in micrometer range. To focus on surfaces at variable depths, the 
LC-SEM requires sweeping the field of focus for the LC-SEM, but the whole scene may 
not be in focus at one time. Therefore there is an inherent need for multifocus fusion in 
cases such as holistic critical surface inspection. Niederoest et al. propose a method to 
extract shape from focus in their work   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 2-4. (a) A large chamber scanning electron microscope (LC-SEM) used by our sponsors. Very large 
mechanical objects can be scanned for cracks and fissures using this unique, rare and sophisticated high 
magnification microscope. (b-d) Various examples of data with enormous magnification values are shown. 
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[Niederoest et al., 2003]. Also, this helps when the SEM scans and translates across a 
fracture or a weld, for example, and makes it easier to follow the imaging context for 
manual inspection, mosaicking and blending applications 
2.1.4 Automated long range and high magnification persistent crowd tracking and 
surveillance 
Security and safety in public places have received intensive attention in recent 
years, particularly after the September 11 incident. For security commitments, such 
locations often trust imaging systems for activity monitoring, situational awareness and 
threat assessment. Due to the complexity involved in most practical surveillance 
situations, it is almost impossible for any single image acquired through a lens to 
accomplish the monitoring and tracking needs with a satisfactory grade of permanency 
and realistic accurateness. As a result, systems with multiple focal settings are required to 
visualize an entire scene such as a pathway or concourse. The question of how to fuse 
multifocus images for such scene visualization arises naturally, in addition to the question 
of how to manage and automate multiple imaging systems in real time, such that objects 
and/or persons of interest can be monitored persistently. Multi focused images are useful 
in the consequent object recognition and activity understanding of public locations and 
high security areas [Yao et al., 2010(1)]. 
Typically, imaging systems that are used in such applications utilize long range 
zoom lenses. In Figure 2-5(a), a hardware system developed at the UT IRIS lab for long 
range monitoring is shown. In this sophisticated system, completely automated and 
mechanized pan-tilt-zoom control and auto-focusing facilitate automatic off-site control. 
In long-range zoom lenses, the circumstances of limited depth of field reoccur and are 
found to be rather predominant. The greater the focal length (i.e. zoom factor increases 
with magnification), the depth of field at long range is constricted. By de-magnifying (or 
zooming out) to shorter focal lengths, the depth of field is widened in these lenses. With 
increasing focal length, the depth of field at each relative aperture substantially declines. 
In contrast, as focal length is decreased on the lens, the depth of field at each relative 
aperture increases. Hence, wide-angle lenses typically have more depth of field at each 
specified relative aperture whereas telephoto lenses have a narrower depth of field at each 
specified relative aperture. The same depth of field and optical physics are seen in long-
range zoom lenses. In Figure 2-5 (b-d), an example of such images generated by 
telephotography is shown that are used for license plate tracking and monitoring.  
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(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(a) (d) 
Figure 2-5. (a) A hardware system developed at the UT IRIS lab for long range monitoring [Yao et al., 
2010(2)]. In this system, mechanized PTZ control and auto-focusing allows remote and automatic control. 
(b-d) A set of images used for license plate tracking and monitoring is shown. Note the significant 
defocusing in the input images even though a license plate is a relatively narrow focal volume. 
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There is a significant defocusing in the input images even though a license plate falls in a 
relatively narrow focal volume. The more extended the zoom factor, the shallower the 
depth of field at each specified long range. In other words focal length increases as 
magnification is increased, thereby narrowing the depth of field. By limiting the zoom 
factor, the depth of field is widened at each specified long range. In other words, by de-
magnifying to shorter focal lengths, the depth of field increases. In applications such as 
face tracking localization and recognition from a distance (as in security and surveillance 
applications [Yao and Abidi, 2007], [Chen et al., 2010]), this is a considerable issue and 
multifocus fusion is needed for the merit of good observation and subject recognition.  
2.1.5 Potential deployment 
Multifocus fusion can be used to the betterment of society in a multitude of ways. 
The ability to inspect a 3D scene in complete focus is a very useful attribute to add to 
image processing applications. Some of the potential areas where multifocus fusion can 
be deployed are as follows:  
 Forensics: Multi focus fusion can be used by the forensics departments in 
law and order. For example, an investigator or a jury member can examine 
a crime scene without any blur and be able to come to conclusions. Good 
examples would in the case of visualizing ballistics and viewing aesthetics 
in evidence.  
 Security and surveillance: In security and surveillance applications, 
especially involving human faces and crowds, the aspect of being able to 
visualize an entire face or all faces in a crowd can be very useful in real 
time applications.  
 Military applications: In military applications, repeated inspection of 
many surfaces and structures is essential to prevent explosions and 
hazardous leaks. Damages to weapons, leaks in maritime structures, cracks 
in runways and fissile material containment units can be inspected 
effectively using multifocus fusion. 
 Medical applications: Biological cells, organs and structures are typically 
viewed by microscopes and endoscopes. Inspection of biological cells, 
structures, passage ways and structures can be improved with multifocus 
fusion.  
 Scientific studies: Multifocus fusion can be useful in many scientific 
studies. Material science, stress and strain studies, fracture studies, 
physical studies, etc utilize microscopy and nanoscopy and thereby 
multifocus fusion is a great benefit in such situations.  
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The list of potential applications is extensive and is limited only by the end user’s 
creativity. This can be used in many industrial and commercial image processing 
applications. Some miscellaneous image processing benefits of multifocus fusion are 
shown in the following figures. In Figure 2-6 it is shown that face recognition rate is 
affected by the degree of blur. For example if a crowd is being monitored, having various 
faces in focus would improve the overall performance of the surveillance engine. In 
Figure 2-7, improved harris corner detection in multifocus fusion as compared to input 
images is shown. In Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9, it is demonstrated that edge detection and 
image segmentation in multifocus fused images is more prominent than in comparison 
with individual input images. 
 
 
  
  
(a) Indoor sessions (b) Outdoor sessions 
Figure 2-6. CMC comparisons of probes acquired with different magnifications and observations 
distances. FR rates  Magnifications  [Yao et al, 2007]. 
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(a) Tread focused input image(52 corners) (b) Soil focused input image (101 corners) 
 
(c) Multifocus fused image (193 corners) 
Figure 2-7. Improved harris corner detection in multifocus fusion as compared to input images. 
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Edges (c) Labels (d) Segmentation 
    
(e) Input image 2 (f) Edges (g) Labels (h) Segmentation 
    
(i) Input image 3 (j) Edges (k) Labels (l) Segmentation 
    
(m) Fused image (n) Edges (o) Labels (p) Segmentation 
Figure 2-8. Demonstration of improved edge detection and image segmentation in multifocus fused images 
in comparison with individual input images.  
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Edges (c) Labels (d) Segmentation 
    
(e) Input image 2 (f) Edges (g) Labels (h) Segmentation 
    
(i) Input image 3 (j) Edges (k) Labels (l) Segmentation 
    
(m) Fused image (n) Edges (o) Labels (p) Segmentation 
Figure 2-9. Demonstration of improved edge detection and image segmentation in multifocus fused images 
in comparison with individual input images 
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2.2  Classification of multifocus fusion methods  
With a broad selection of imaging devices being readily available, image fusion 
has become an essential area of image processing [Abidi and Gonzalez, 1992]. Typical 
CCD sensors are not able to image all objects in a 3-D scene with overall clarity due to 
the imaging mechanics (e.g. finite depth of field, reduced illumination, etc.). Hence 
several images of a scene are acquired, focusing different focal volumes. The acquired 
images are complementary and one input image lacks overall sharpness content. Viewing 
a sequence of input images individually is not very practical and expedient. The benefit 
of multifocus fusion can be fully utilized by integrating the sharply focused regions seen 
in the different images.  
In addition, we observe that many of the datasets studied in the literature, perform 
fusion on input images where the objects of interest are placed well apart in the 3-D 
scene. Commonly, two input images are used for fusion where the focal volumes are 
extremely well separated. This makes the task of multifocus fusion rather trivial in the 
sense of segmentation and fusion. In certain applications, such as microscopic scene 
inspection, the extremely narrow depth of field requires numerous image acquisitions to 
gather all the information contained within the working distance of the scene. Since the 
DOFs partly overlap one another, there are redundant sections of a focused region in 
successive frames. Both the consistency of duplicate focal overlap and the quality of 
complementary information present in the input images are improved in a fused image. It 
provides a better perspective for human and machine vision. A fused image is also 
helpful in consequent processing like object recognition, feature extraction, image 
segmentation, etc.  
Multifocus fusion is predominantly classified into three families based on the 
nature of the processing of the input image stack. In the literature, the methods can be 
classified into three major avenues, namely, region selection methods [Redondo et al, 
2005, Fedorov et al, 2006, Gostashby, 2006], multiscale decomposition methods [Mingge 
et al., 2004, Wang, 2004, Wei-Wei et al., 2003] and learning based methods [Ming et al., 
2002, Shutao et al., 2005, Wang et al., 2010]. There are cross over methods that use 
features from these families as indicated by the Venn diagram in Figure 2-10. The 
majority of the methods fall under the category of region selection methods or multiscale 
decomposition methods. The intersections of these region selection and MSD based 
methods are widely seen and form the majority of the documented efforts in the 
literature. This is due to the fact that these are very intuitive and can be tuned to meet 
many practical applications. Also, there is a general consensus that the methods that fall 
under this category have good overall performance towards the aspect of fusing focal   
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Figure 2-10. Classification of multifocus fusion algorithms 
components from multiple input images [De and Chanda, 2006]. In our review, the only 
intersection of methods we have not encountered is a method that uses features from all 
the families. 
2.3  Preprocessing  
Image registration has been a dynamic area of research for nearly four decades. 
Image registration is the procedure of spatially aligning multiple images from a given 
application. By fixing features in one image, registration will define locations of similar 
features in all the images. Before fusing, one must take the constituent images to a 
Region selection 
methods 
Multiscale decomposition 
(MSD)  
methods 
Learning/ PSF based 
methods 
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common frame of reference. Widely used techniques carry out this task by employing 
common geometrical references called ground control points (GCPs) [De and Chanda, 
2005]. This process is called registration. After registration, the images are pooled to 
form a single image through a selection of focused information from different images. 
Initial methods had only a few parameters, which allowed translational differences 
between images [Anuta, 1969]. With the discovery of invariant moments [Goshtasby and 
Enslin, 1983], [Wong and Hall, 1978] and pixel landmarks [Kitchen and Rosenfeld, 
1982], the techniques were extended to address rotational and translational differences 
amid images. Nonlinear methods were introduced to facilitate registration of images with 
local neighborhood geometric differences by piece-wise methods [Goshtasby, 1987], 
optimization methods [Bajcsy and Broit, 1982] and approximating methods [Goshtasby, 
1988].  
Image registration accuracy is prescribed by: (1) The transformation model 
between the images in the input image stack and (2) The precision correspondence 
established by landmark points (GCPs) in the images. If geometries of two images are 
related by a nonlinear transformation, a linear model cannot register the images 
accurately regardless of landmark correspondence precision. If the geometries of two 
images are related by a linear transformation, use of a nonlinear transformation may not 
improve the registration accuracy and it may deteriorate the registration accuracy 
compared to the linear transformation. Achieving a highly accurate registration depends 
on accurately locating corresponding landmarks in the images and using a function that 
represents the geometric transformation between the input images. Goshtasby uses 
projective transformation to relate the geometries of two images. This method operates 
under the assumption that the scene is relatively even and the images are obtained with 
insignificant variations in angle and field of view. Distances of objects to the camera are 
assumed to considerably change, permitting the imaging device to image proximal and 
distant objects [Gostashby, 2006]. This method explores the use of projective 
transformation in image registration towards multifocus fusion, making it very relevant to 
the review of methods. This method is found suitable when fusion is to be done between 
two images and draws influences from remote sensing and surveillance imaging. 
 Generally in much of the work presented in the literature, the registration issues 
are not mentioned as a substantial problem. In cases like microscopy, unfocused regions 
are vastly blurred in input images such that picking point correspondence is hardly 
possible. However, one advantage often which alleviates the need for image registration 
is that the intra-stack misalignment is not seen in the case of microscopy and nanoscopy 
[Zitova and Flusser, 2003]. As a result, multifocus fusion methods assuming co-
registered images are generally found to perform fusion with a significant level of 
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accuracy. Jones and Nikolov propose a modified direct volume rendering algorithm that 
uses a spatially-variant region-of-interest function and can be applied within a focus plus 
context paradigm [Jones and Nikolov, 2003]. An exhaustive review of image registration 
methods are given in [Zitova and Flusser, 2003, Boughorbel et al., 2004, Brown, 1992, 
Zagorchev, 2006]. 
2.4  Region selection methods  
A large amount of work in multifocus fusion has been in the area of region 
selection methods. Straightforward techniques in which the fusion is performed on the 
source images (e.g. averaging); often have side effects like contrast reduction in the fused 
image. Image gradient methods with majority filtering have the shortcoming that the 
defocused region of one image is improved at the cost of focused focal information of the 
counterpart images in the stack. Due to the low pass filtering virtues of the modified 
Bessel function existing in the defocused images, the discrimination and discernment 
invariably rests in the quantification of high frequency content by the human visual 
system as observed by Aggarwal [Aggarwal, 1993] and in the works of Shin et al. [Shin 
et al., 2005].The fundamental theme is that the human visual cortex associates images at 
an object level or segment level.  
A region based algorithm, as observed by Zaveri and Zaveri, has many 
advantages by being more resilient to noise, and offers better contrast properties in the 
fused image, and is more resilient to issues with registration in the input images [Zaveri 
and Zaveri, 2010]. Region selection methods preserve the focused regions of input 
images and are often acclaimed with high computing performance. These methods are 
useful especially in applications where the interest in the objects or regions represented in 
the scene and not in individual pixels [Lin et al, 2009]. Also a region is more meaningful 
structure in multifocus image. In region selection methods, the basic assumption is that 
the fusion space can be approximated as a conglomeration of many focused regions. A 
spontaneous notion is fusing images based on region selection, where input images are 
segmented into in-focus regions and out-of-focus regions using a sharpness criterion vote 
correspondingly, and subsequently the in-focus sections of every input image are 
nominated to be unified to recreate an all-in-focus fused image. This section generalizes 
this family of multifocus fusion and a conceptual summarization of the various steps in 
typical region selection methods is shown elaborately in Figure 2-11 
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2.4.1 General framework of region selection methods 
 This is an intuitive approach and hence is one of the most explored families of 
methods towards solving the problem of multifocus fusion. Assuming N input images 
and Q regions per image, analysis is performed on a search space of Q×N structures to 
synthesize one fused image. The major stages in this family of methods are; 
(1) Region segregation: As a first step in a majority of the methods falling in the 
category, the input images are initially divided into sets of blocks or segments. 
The partitioning of the fusion space has been done in a variety of ways. In 
region selection methods, the input images are dissected into sets of regions, 
typically into blocks [Redondo et al, 2005] or into segments by various 
segmentation techniques [Fedorov et al., 2006, Liao et al. , 2005] initially. 
Fedorov et al. use a graph cut based region selection method to segment 
regions of interest that are soft blended using MRS splines [Fedorov et al, 
2006]. 
 
(2) Sharpness criteria voting: Usually the decision making is performed by use of 
sharpness criteria. Castorina et al. [Castorina et al. 2004], use a frequency 
selective weighted median whereas Ming et al. [Ming et al., 2004] use the 
energy difference as the sharpness measure for voting purposes. Each of the 
Q×N structures receives a sharpness vote. By using a sharpness criterion to 
vote, one block or segment per set is selected for the composition of the final 
fused image. In segmentation based methods, voting is based on edge 
geometries of the objects that are used in the segmentation of the 3-D scene. 
 
(3) Blending or Mosaicking: Penultimate combination of the segregated regions is 
performed in a variety of methods. The most intuitive method it to tile the 
regions into a classical representation of the fused image. Additionally, in 
many cases of region selection based multifocus methods, an additional step 
of blending or mosaicking of such selected blocks is performed to compose 
the fused image. Liao et al. employ the Hough transform to segment regions 
to mosaic the final fused image [Liao et al., 2005]. Maik et al. use 
monotonically decreasing soft decision blending method, which performs 
smooth transitions across region margins [Maik et al, 2005]. This leads to a 
better visual representation of the final fused image. This also helps in 
enhancing the verisimilitude of the final image. 
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Figure 2-11. Pictorial summarization of region selection methods 
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These are the most common phases in the general progression of region selection based 
multifocus fusion. However, minor variations in the projected flow exist in the literature 
in the order and ranking of the steps described, despite the fact that the fundamental idea 
does not vary on the principle foundation. For example, Ming et al. extend a method 
based on resolution decomposition and employ a genetic algorithm to discern the focused 
areas [Ming et al., 2004] and Li et al. use a combination method using multiresolution 
decomposition and performing an exhaustive search through set of predefined windows 
[Li et al., 2003]. Li et al. use a virtue they describe as pixel visibility in their paper to 
perform voting during their exhaustive search.  
2.4.2 Classification of region selection methods 
Based on the modes of operations, region selection methods are further divided 
into three categories. The three categories (and subcategories shown in Figure 2-12) are, 
(1) Pixel based methods: is a subcategory of region selection methods where 
the activity level of a pixel with regards to sharpness criterion is measured 
around a small neighborhood of the pixel of interest. Characteristically, 
neighborhoods with the dimensions of 3×3 [Shutao et al., 2002], 5×5 [Zhi-guo 
et al., 2004] or 7×7 [Pajares and Cruz, 2004] are used in the calculation of the 
sharpness criteria or activity level measurement. In most methods, all 
elements in these neighborhoods are used in the calculation of the activity 
level. Zero padding may be done in some cases as a computational 
convenience. 
 
(2) Block based methods: is a subcategory of region selection methods where 
the activity level of a pixel with regards to sharpness criterion is measured 
around larger area, usually a block either heuristically or based on bounding 
boxes of extracted edges. Block size and selection is an open question that has 
been justified in a variety of manners in the literature, especially in the 
crossover methods that involve region selection and multiscale analyses 
[Aslantas and Kurban, 2010]. For example, Qun et al. use a block size of 
32×32 while Li et al. use block size of 64×64 in their implementations [Li-
Qun et al., 2005, Li et al., 2003]. It is not mandatory that a fixed block size be 
used in the entire span of the search space for focused regions. Redondo et al. 
investigate the use of multi-size windows where they vary the size of said 
blocks in an adaptive manner, guided by the noise in the images [Redondo et 
al, 2005(1)]. They augment this philosophy with multi-oriented windows, 
where they vary the orientations of the blocks in [Redondo et al, 2009]. This   
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Figure 2-12. Classification of region selection methods  
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sub-category is of particular importance in macroscopic applications. The 
focal overlap in this case is minimal and in many practical cases the objects in 
the scene can be analyzed through block analyses. 
 
(3) Region segmentation methods: is a subcategory of region selection methods 
where the activity level of a pixel with regards to sharpness criterion is 
measured over segments, which are extracted by a multitude of image 
segmentation methods. Here each of the input images is processed based on 
the geometric content of existing edges and corners to created discernable 
segments for processing. Lin and Huang directly use a dynamic-segmented 
cut-and-paste fusion method as described in [Lin and Huang, 2008]. The 
Hough transform is a prevalent technique used for image segmentation and 
has been discussed widely in the image processing literature [Gonzalez and 
Woods, 1992, Jain, 1989]. This is used exclusively by Liao et al. towards 
segmenting regions containing focus in the input images. They extract the 
segmented region pertaining to the region of best focus by traversing the stack 
of input images [Liao et al., 2005]. Fedorov et al. use a graph cut based region 
selection method to segment regions of interest [Fedorov et al, 2006] whereas 
Lewis et al. combine morphological-spectral unsupervised image 
segmentation algorithm towards segmentation [Lewis et al., 2004]. This sub-
category is of particular importance in microscopic applications. There is a 
significant amount of focal overlap and sectioning the working distance into 
regions rather than blocks is instinctive and direct. 
2.4.3 Known areas for improvement 
If the 3-D scene is made of objects in complementary focal volumes, these 
methods typically perform well. In pixel based methods, especially the ones that process 
sharpness criteria on small neighborhoods are sensitive to noise. For example, salt and 
pepper noise in a small neighborhood may reflect a very high sharpness activity level. 
This may lead to the incorrect choice of pixels from the corresponding input image. In 
block based methods, the geometrics of the actual block are difficult to be characterized. 
Though adaptive methods exist, in practice it is hard to realize a good metric of the block 
size and dimensions. For example, a factor such as image resolution between different 
applications is a limitation in choosing block sizes based on empirical measures. Block 
size and selection is an open question and continues to be the driving force for many 
multifocus fusion methods.  
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A majority of region selection employs edge information from objects for 
segmentation. In many practical applications the focused region or unfocused region is 
not in accordance with an object in the scene. When the focal volume is narrow, edge 
correspondence between the input images are not the same, due to the optics of the 
imaging system. The most commonly reported issues in this family of methods are 
blocking effects [Zhang and Blum, 1999].The distinction between in-focus regions and 
out-of-focus regions depend on image sharpness and not on the geometric edges of the 
objects comprising the scene. For example, a large rectangular object such as a table top 
will have one edge in focus in the one of the input images and the other end in focus in 
the other. Although, geometrically the entire table top can be seen as a projectively 
transformed rectangle, a set of images captures with a prime lens of an aperture of, say, 
f/1.8 would obliterate the edges of said table top in such a way that a geometrically bound 
area can never be distinguished. Therefore, segmentation based on physical object 
boundaries is ambiguous and blocking effects are common.  
2.5  Multiscale decomposition methods 
Multiscale decomposition theory has advanced since the start of the previous 
century. Initially, it was useful to signal processing, and over the previous decade it has 
been documented as having abundant potential in image processing applications [Graps, 
1995, Nunez et al., 1999]. MSD transforms such as pyramidal and wavelet transforms are 
fundamentally extensions of the knowledge in band pass filtering. In visual terms, image 
detail is an outcome of differential contrast between features, and high contrasts in the 
spatial domain correspond to higher frequency content in the frequency domain. 
Frequency information can be mined by using Fourier transforms, but it is no longer 
connected with spatial information. MSD transforms are more useful than classical 
transform methods (i.e. Fourier transforms, Principal Component Analysis) as they are 
constructed on functions that are localized in space and frequency [Vidakovic and 
Mueller, 1994]. The detail information extracted from an image using MSD transforms 
can be introduced or fused to another image using one of a multitude of methods, for 
example substitution, addition, or a selection method based on spatial or frequency 
framework [Amolins et al., 2007].  
2.5.1 Classification of MSD methods  
The activity level of an MSD coefficient reveals local energy in a neighborhood 
or a subsampled space in an image. Pajares and Cruz define three classifications of 
methods for calculating the activity level; coefficient-based, window-based and region-
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based measures. The coefficient-based activity (CBA) measurements calculate every 
coefficient independently. The activity level often is described, by the modulus or square 
of the relevant coefficient in the MSD representation being used [Pajares and Cruz, 
2004]. They are classified (and further sub-classified) into;  
a. Coefficient based activity (CBA) 
b. Window based activity (WBA) 
i. Weighted average-WBA (WA-WBA) 
ii. Rank-Filter-WBA (RF-WBA) 
iii. Spatial Frequency-WBA (SF-WBA) 
iv. Statistical-WBA (ST-WBA) 
c. Coefficient combining  
i. Choose max  
ii. Averaging/adaptive/weighted averaging 
iii. Energy/Variance Comparison 
d. Region based activity measurement  
A multifocus input image contains physically pertinent features at different scales 
or resolutions. Another advantage is that it can provide information on sharp contrast 
variations, which the human visual cortex is sensitive to. Multiscale decomposition 
methods exploit this facet and hence, these techniques are popular [Kazemi and  
Moghaddam, 2003, Zhi-guo et al., 2004, Frechette and Ingle, 2005, Lu et al., 2010]. One 
major advantage of multiscale decomposition is that spatial as well as frequency domain 
localization of an image can be obtained. MSD based methods show a significant quality 
in extending the DOF of a 3-D scene. In MSD based methods, the input images are 
decomposed into multi-scale coefficients and fusion rules are used in the selection or 
treatment of these coefficients and synthesized via inverse transforms to form the fused 
image. The basic idea in this family of techniques is to decompose the input images by 
applying a pyramid or wavelet transform, and fusion rules are applied on the extracted 
scales and/or components and the fused image is reconstructed by an inverse transform.  
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2.5.2 General framework of MSD based multifocus fusion 
The various steps (and correspondingly, the reason for a multitude of 
demarcations) in a MSD based multi focus fusion method are as follows:  
1. MSD method: There are a variety of decomposition tools that are used in 
decomposing an input image into multiscale decomposition. Pyramid and wavelet 
transforms are used as multiresolution filters. Wavelet transform is a special case 
of pyramid transform with more complicated support functions [Mallat, 1998]. 
 
2. Grouping method: The MSD process leads to a set of coefficients in multiple 
frequency bands and decomposition levels. In a majority of methods, such 
coefficients are independent to each other and do not use coefficient grouping 
schemes. If the corresponding coefficients in the same decomposition scale are 
mutually constrained in a certain decision rule, then this is called a single scale 
grouping scheme. A more restricting case, called multiscale grouping, is 
considering the entire ensemble of collected MSD coefficients towards one 
decision rule. 
 
3. Combining method: A wide variety of fusion rules for combining MSD 
coefficients exist in the literature for use in multifocus fusion. The most 
prominent fusion rules are the choose-max scheme (where coefficients with larger 
activity level are selected and the others discarded) and the weighted average 
scheme (where weights are selected based on the activity levels of the MSD 
coefficients from the input images). This step usually leads to demarcations in 
many MSD methods. 
 
4. Consistency verification: This step is based on the assumption that MSD 
coefficients in a neighborhood arise from one input image. Consistency 
verification ensures that a MSD coefficient does not originate from a different 
input image than most pixels in a neighborhood. Depending on the method and 
MSD used, various window and region based consistency verification filters are 
used to achieve this end. 
This is one of the most popular families of methods for multifocus fusion. Burt 
and Kolczynski [Burt and Kolczynski, 1993] propose a method in which the images are 
decomposed into a gradient pyramid. Activity measure of each pixel is computed by the 
variance of a pre-fixed window centered on that pixel. Depending on this measure, either 
the maximum or mean value is chosen. Finally the reconstruction is done using inverse 
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transform. Li et al. [Li et al., 1995] use a similar method, but wavelet transforms are used 
additionally for consistency verification with area-based activity measure and maximum 
selection. 
Methods described in many efforts are complex and computationally expensive. It 
is not clarified if the method is applicable to n-multifocus images. In the method due to 
Yang et al. [Yang et al., 2000] an impulse function is defined to express the quality of an 
object in a multifocus image. Sharply focused regions are extracted by analyzing the 
wavelet coefficients of two primary and two defocused images. To fuse two images, they 
compare wavelet coefficients of four images and thus duplicate computation. Entropy 
priority maps are used as salience measures in the complex wavelet based fusion method 
due to Lewis et al [Lewis et al., 2004]. Wavelet transform is a linear tool in its original 
form [Mallat, 1998]. Nonlinear extensions of discrete wavelet transform are performed 
by various methods like lifting scheme [Sweldens, 1995] or morphological operators 
[Goutsias and Heijmans, 2000, Heijmans and Goutsias, 2000]. Additionally, linear 
wavelets act as low-pass blurring filters and compromises edges by over smoothening. 
This results in reduction in the contrast in the fused image. This use of nonlinear wavelets 
attempts to eradicate this drawback by using morphological operators. However, De and 
Chanda report issues with floating point arithmetic and improper truncation [De and 
Chanda, 2006]. The general framework of MSD based multifocus fusion method is 
shown in Figure 2-13. 
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Figure 2-13. General framework of MSD based multifocus fusion. 
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2.5.3 Known areas for improvement 
Multiscale decomposition methods involve processing scaled data at a range of 
levels of the same size as that of the input images. This results in an expensive amount of 
memory and time [Mukhopadhyay and Chanda, 2001]. Multiresolution techniques of 
image fusion using simple transforms such as pyramidal transforms produce results in 
less computation time using less memory with corresponding insufficiencies. De and 
Chanda employ a nonlinear morphological wavelet transform which preserves the range 
in the scaled images and involves integer arithmetic only. Their method, while solving 
these issues is prescribed for only two input images [De and Chanda, 2006]. 
Fusion rules often rely on pixel manipulation or replacement at the detail level, 
resulting in intensity variations and ringing effects [Zhang and Blum, 1999]. This hinders 
accurate scene inspection, especially when there are focal overlaps in the input images. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to realize a global wavelet kernel that can handle different 
scenes arising due to varying DOF of the lenses used in different imaging systems. 
Constructing a wavelet kernel that can adapt itself towards multiple applications is 
difficult. A drawback with linear wavelets (e.g. Haar wavelet) is that the range of the 
original input images are not preserved [Heijmans and Goutsias, 2000]. The most widely 
reported issues in this family are ringing effects and related distortions [Zhang and Blum, 
1999, De and Chanda, 2006]. In cases with acutely restricted depth of field, such as in the 
case of microscopic multifocus fusion, it is imperative to address focal overlap between 
input images.  
2.6  Learning based methods 
Learning based multifocus fusion, a methodology with roots in artificial 
intelligence, is the discipline of developing fusion algorithms that allow learning on 
empirical data. By using examples of empirical information (such as in-focus, out-of-
focus pixels, PSF estimates), characteristics of interest (here being focused pixels) are 
isolated from input images. The central idea here is to automatically learn to recognize 
patterns in focused pixels or neighborhoods and make intelligent decisions for fusing 
these regions into an all-in-focus image. In supervised learning, each training data point 
is a prototype vector describing the pixel and a desired output value (also called the 
supervisory signal) is a discrete output decision. Other approaches include, image fusion 
using controllable imaging devices [Eltoukhy and Kavusi, 2003]. Methods described in 
[Seales and Dutta, 1996] depend on controlled imaging apparatus and are calibrated for 
particular applications.  
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2.6.1 Training 
Training is normally done with prescribed focused and unfocussed training pixels 
or the relevant activity measures. The pixels in pixel or coefficient domain are input to 
learning machine (e.g. Adaptive, pulse coupled neural net, etc.). Recent trends in learning 
machines used in multifocus fusion are in the use of Artificial Neural Nets (ANN), Pulse 
coupled neural networks (PCNN [Wang et al, 2010]), Support Vector Machines (SVM 
[Shutao et al., 2002], RBF neural nets [Li-Qun et al., 2005]), etc.  
Artificial neural nets perform additive coupling. Here, a neuron without primary 
input is triggered by coupling because of the aggregate nature of a neighborhood. 
Additive coupling is a mechanism mimicked from neuroscience. The synaptic 
connections between neurons are recreated and the synaptic currents are in parallel and 
therefore additive. Apart from this pulse products and temporal encoding of spatial 
information are also used in triggering. PCNN performs modulatory coupling in 
comparison with ANN. The advantage is that a neuron without primary input cannot be 
triggered by the coupling input. Wang et al present a training paradigm using pulse 
couple neural nets in [Wang et al., 2010], which has been improved by Agrawal and 
Singhai. Their method focuses on reducing processing time and computational 
complexity. The improvements added by these efforts are in linking and feeding field of 
PCNN [Agrawal and Singhai, 2010]. A contemporary method proposed by Xiao-Bo et al 
defines an intricate neuron mapping shown in Figure 2-14[Xiao-Bo et al., 2008].  
 
Figure 2-14. Connection model of PCNN neuron used by Xiao-Bo et al. [Xiao-Bo et al., 2008]. 
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2.6.2 Classification 
A supervised learning algorithm analyzes the prototype vectors and produces an 
inferred function, which is called a classifier which performs classification into in-focus 
or out-of-focus pixel. This is an evolutionary process where the recognition of focus in an 
input image is reinforced over time. Learning based methods train a classifier to 
categorize between sharp and blurred regions [Shutao et al., 2005, Li-Qun et al, 2005]. 
Chen et al. proposed identifying pixels in the input images to be used by assessing salient 
weights for the discriminative edge points within a dynamic focus-measuring window 
centered around the pixel under consideration [Chen et al., 2010]. Huang and Jing 
[Huang and Jing, 2007] describe a multifocus fusion method based on the classification 
of image blocks from source images by a neural net, which uses the energy of image 
Laplacian as the salience measure.  
Shutao et al, augment a multifocus fusion method that applies discrete wavelet 
frame transform (DWFT) with the use of support vector machines (SVM). Using features 
from the DWFT coefficients, a SVM is trained to classify an input image with focused 
pixels and the equivalent DWFT coefficients are assimilated is the wavelet synthesis 
[Shutao et al., 2002]. There is a unique correspondence between the pixels and decision 
unit (e.g. neurons). Each learning unit (e.g. neurons) is connected with neighboring 
learning unit (e.g. neurons) in the linking range. The output of each neuron results in two 
states, namely firing (e.g. related to in-focus pixel) and non-firing (e.g. related to out-of-
focus pixel). The aggregate of occurrences of decision will generate a firing map, 
dimensionally equal to the input images in pixel or coefficient domain and the value of 
each pixel in firing map is equal to decisions made. A generalized schematic of learning 
based methods is shown in Figure 2-15. 
2.6.3 Known areas for improvement 
 In learning based methods, the struggle rests in the possibility that the collection 
of every likely behavior, assuming every probable input, is too large to be encapsulated 
by the typically small set of observed examples (in-focus and out-of-focus pixel or 
coefficient data). Therefore a learning machine is obligated to generalize from the small 
set of observed examples, to produce a cogent output in new cases. The inferred function 
has to have the ability to predict the right output value for any valid pixel or coefficient. 
This necessitates the learning algorithm to generalize from the training data to unseen 
situations (which in our case are pixels that lie on the margin of being classified as 
focused) in an acceptable manner. A practical example would be an object with fuzzy 
edges which although being in focus still leads to an element of confusion. In occurrences 
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where an object is blurred in all the input images, i.e. unseen data, misclassification takes 
place. Since the DOFs partially overlap one another, there are redundant segments of a 
focused region in consecutive frames. This is a recurring drawback of learning and PSF 
based methods, which try to learn differentiating between blurred and focused sections of 
an image, and fails heavily when intermediate regions are present. Also, learning based 
techniques involve huge computation and require time and memory. Offline processing is 
also done prior making it application and circumstance dependent  
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Figure 2-15. Generalized schematic of learning based methods. 
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2.7 Commercial hardware and software systems 
Commercial development of solutions for multifocus fusion has been directed at 
the microscopic and nanoscopic community, especially in the biological sciences. 
Microscopic systems have the advantage of having physical measurements of the 
working distance, coupled with other hardware information such as focus stop and 
distance between eyepiece and specimen. Such information is used in addition to 
software tools to perform multifocus fusion. Usually a mechanical stage which is a plane 
surface with a specified travel range (e.g.: 13085 mm) is present. For precise and liberal 
positioning, particularly in micromanipulation (e.g. for transgenic techniques) a 
motorized sliding stage is also present in many cases. This augments the abilities of the 
software module by using physical dimensions of the scene to be factored into the 
multifocus fusion. 
2.7.1 Hardware systems 
 A good example of a microscopic imaging system with motorized platforms is 
the Axiovert 200 MAT designed by Ziess micro-imaging. The Lucia-Di developed by 
laboratory imaging ltd., Prague, supports multifocus image acquisition in combination 
with an optical microscope, generation of the composed image and offers many 
additional analysis functions.  
In various systems developed by Clemex intelligent microscopy, a human 
computer interface is executed which has the multi-layer grab function. In Figure 2-16(a), 
a Leica DMI 4000 B where inbuilt software layers the image at varying z-intervals to 
rebuild an entirely focused image is shown. In Figure 2-16 (b-c), two examples of a 
penny magnified at 100 with fifteen layers sliced and reconstructed are shown in Figure 
2-16 (d).  
Other software solutions are also found in circulation. The Biomedical Imaging 
Group plug-in implements a complex wavelet-based algorithm and a model-based 
method for extended depth of field. A dual interface is provided for adjusting the 
algorithm parameters. Users select a trade-off between quality and processing speed, as 
well as the desired level of smoothness for the topography. In stack focuser interactive 
tiling software, the size in pixels of the maximum square filter is requested from the user 
among different slices in the map stack and trial and error is used to optimize the fusion 
performance. The Zerene stacker has been seen to be used in Microscopic applications 
especially in plant and insect pathology. Here, human judgment is used, where the user 
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interactively sets a contrast threshold that isolates considerable detail from extraneous 
noise. This is accomplished via a GUI slider that allows instantaneous visual feedback. 
Helicon Focus is a software module that synthesizes a completely focused image from 
a number of partly focused images by combining the focused areas. This program is 
designed for macrophotography, microphotography and hyperfocal landscape 
photography and resolves the shallow depth-of-field situation. A screen shot of the 
Helicon Focus is shown in Figure 2-17 where the radius and smoothness parameters 
can be adjusted by the user as required by the nature of the imaging scene.  
 
  
(a) Leica DMI 4000 B (b) Input image 1 
  
(c) Input image 2 (d) Fused image 
Figure 2-16. Commercial systems used in multifocus fusion (a) Leica DMI 4000 B microscope (b-c) two 
examples of a penny magnified at 100 and (d) a fused image where in both layers are focused using 
Clemex software. 
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Figure 2-17. A screen shot of the Helicon Focus software for interactive multifocus fusion, with inset 
showing feasibility of manipulating radius and smoothing parameters of the proprietary fusion algorithm.  
2.8 Overview of sharpness measures 
Sharpness measures have been classified into six categories [Santos et al, 1997.]: 
gradient based, variance based, correlation based, statistics based, frequency domain 
based, and edge based sharpness metrics. A comprehensive study of sharpness measures 
is presented in the works of Yao et al [Yao et al., 2006]. 
The gradient-based measures are of particular interest to multifocus fusion to 
measure overall sharpness in fused image. Grey scale variances between adjoining pixels 
offer a rational representation of an image’s sharpness. There are many methods in the 
literature using image gradients calculated by differencing or employing high pass filters. 
Gradients are calculated in a multitude of ways [Santos et al, 1997.]: 
(1) Absolute gradient defined as, 
 
|)y,x(I)y,nx(I||)y,x(I)ny,x(I|S
M N     2-1 
 
(2) Squared gradient defined as, 
 2-2 
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(3) Maximum Gradient defined as 
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where, I(x,y) represents the pixel intensity at pixel locations (x,y), M×N denotes image 
matrix rows×columns, and n is the differencing step. The absolute gradient (n=1) is also 
referred to as Sum-Modulus-Difference (SMD) and gradient with n=2 is generally 
referred to as the Brenner measure [Santos et al, 1997.]. The most eminent sharpness 
measure established on the usage of high pass filters is the Tenengrad measure [Krotkov 
1989]. The Tenengrad measure is defined by, 
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where the horizontal and vertical gradients, (Ix and Iy) are approximated by Sobel filters 
and T is a generic threshold. The Laplacian filter is another popular choice [Krotkov 
1989], where the sharpness is defined by  
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A linear combination of multiple median filters has also been used to evaluate 
sharpness and is known as the frequency selective weighted median filter, due to the 
works of Choi and Ko [Choi and Ko, 1999]. Well-focused images typically aggregate 
wide dynamic ranges and dispersed grey levels, thereby showing a large variance in 
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measurements. In the wide variety of variance based sharpness measures, grey level 
amplitude and variance are the most commonly used to evaluate sharpness. The grey 
level amplitude, also termed absolute central moment (ACM) [Shirvaikar, 2004.], is 
defined as, 
   M N |I)y,x(I|MN
1
S
, 
2-9 
where Ī is the mean grey level, whereas the grey level variance [Santos et al, 1997.] is 
defined by  
   M N
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Autocorrelation estimates the dependence in a neighborhood of pixels and thus is 
an alternative measurement to quantify sharpness. In the literature [Santos et al, 1997.], a 
few of the sharpness measures directly compute an individual sample of the 
autocorrelation function given by  
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Other related measurements utilize the whole autocorrelation and quantities such 
as the area and the elevation of the dominant peak [Batten, 2000 and Subbarao et al., 
2000]. Image statistics are also used in the measurement of sharpness measures. The most 
direct measurements are the difference between the maximum and minimum grey levels 
and entropy of the pixel intensities in the image [Santos et al, 1997]. Krotkov et al. 
proposed a measurement where the histogram of local variations is used to establish the 
sharpness [Krotkov 1989].  
In frequency based sharpness measurement, the image under evaluation is initially 
transformed to frequency domain using modern transform methods [e.g. Fourier 
Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform]. The sharpness is then measured through 
transform coefficients or distributions. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based 
sharpness measure is defined by Chern et al as, 
  |)v,u(Angle)v,u(Magnitude|S  2-12 
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where u and v are coordinates in the frequency domain [Chern et al, 2001.]. Batten 
[Batten, 2000.] employs the summation of amplitudes of frequency components exclusive 
to a predefined window to measure the sharpness by 



D)v,u(
|)v,u(F|S
.  
Apart from pixel based definitions, other measures exploit the statistical 
information in the transform coefficients. Kristan et al. demonstrated that the peak 
entropy in the frequency domain corresponds with the maximum spatial sharpness, which 
is used in their measurement [Kristan and Pernus, 2004.]. Zhang et al calculate the 
multivariate kurtosis of the distribution of Fourier coefficients as a metric of sharpness 
[Zhang et al., 1999.]. Edge based measures only use the edge components, which are 
predominantly accountable for the visual sharp appearance of images. Theoretically, edge 
based methods should characterize the sharpness of an image more accurately. 
Nevertheless, these methods are not widely seen in practical use because of 
computational complexities in edge detection and classification. An ideal 2D step edge is 
defined as 
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due to the works of Li [Li, 2002]. Here w, and c represent scale, alignment and contrast 
respectively, and erf( ) represents the error function. The scale w is the measured width of 
the edge transition. The average value of this measured edge determines image sharpness. 
Li’s proposed measurement avoids approximating edge orientation but requires isolating 
step edges. Dijk et al. utilize a filter array to calculate the average edge width [Dijk et al., 
2002] by adjusting the filter bank to various edge orientations. As an enhancement over 
the comprehensive kurtosis sharpness measure [Zhang et al., 1999.], Caviedes et al 
suggest a local kurtosis measure established on transform coefficients and spatial edges 
[Caviedes and Gurbuz, 2002.]. This method processes different kinds of edges in the 
similar manner, thereby surmounting the difficulty of differentiating line and step edges.  
Sharpness measures that use image gradients allocate identical weights to every 
pixel in the image. Incidentally, visual perception is more sensitive to the changes in the 
vicinity of edges; the responses of which are to be enhanced by assigning greater weights. 
The variations in smooth areas commonly originate from noise which typically disturbs 
and degrades the visual perception the responses of which are to be minimized by 
assigning lesser weights. Accordingly, adaptive sharpness measures are established. 
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Separable methods consider vertical and horizontal edges independently. A horizontal 
weight signal 
2
x )]y,1x(I)y,1x(I[)y,x(L  , 2-14 
 
and a vertical weight signal 
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are constructed. The Tenengrad sharpness measure, for instance, then becomes, 
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For non-separable methods, the weights are given by, 
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and the corresponding Tenengrad assumes the form  
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Non-separable methods have better response to diagonal edges, in comparison to 
separable methods. The selection of weights, whether the form is separable or non-
separable, is determined by the measure. Typically, non-separable weights are used 
mostly for gradient based measures whereas separable weights are applicable only when 
sharpness is computed individually along the axes, (e.g. Absolute gradient, Tenengrad). 
The adaptive tenengrad assigns different weights to all pixels based on the activity in a 
predefined neighborhood [Yao et al., 2006.]. A similar treatment of the Laplacian leads to 
the measure known as modified Laplacian as described in [Ahmad and Choi, 2005]. A 
horizontal weight signal,  
 x x,y    x,y   x x,y , 2-19 
and a vertical weight signal , 
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 y x,y    x,y   y x,y , 2-20 
are constructed. They are correspondingly convolved with 
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The adaptive Laplacian is given by,  
 
S   w  x,y L x,y  2-23 
This adaptation rejects quantifying noise but enhances edge response. This leads 
to robust evaluation in noisy fused images. Edge detection modules are now used and 
heuristic parameterization is not necessary. The added computational cost of calculating 
weights is reduced. These are some of the measures that exist in the literature towards 
measurement of sharpness in the fused image. We have found by empirical testing that 
the Tenengrad, Laplacian and differencing based methods have more response to 
sharpness with a very high degree of consistency.  
2.9  Summary 
In this section, a comprehensive review of the related work in multifocus fusion is 
presented. The scope of this dissertation is a data-driven general purpose multifocus 
fusion method that is capable of fusing data from varied applications, such as 
microscopic scene inspection and long range feature tracking. A description of the major 
areas of the application of this discipline of image processing is made. We distinguish the 
three major families of multifocus fusion algorithms and further classify and sub classify 
these algorithms based on their functional and characteristic natures. Various sharpness 
and focus measures are used in the literature in multifocus fusion validation. A summary 
of the most widely used methods is also made. Research objectives are gathered from this 
review of related work. 
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3 Preliminary work in multifocus fusion  
Based on the literature review, the multifocus fusion problem is to be addressed with a 
list of research objectives. The methods that are to be designed should have certain 
strengths that address the issues found in the research study. The methods should be 
mainly data driven. Several of the methods are based on using data independent factors 
such as wavelet kernel functions, global region selection methods and other heuristic 
approaches. Also, many of these applications are tuned to certain applications, wherein 
the methods cannot be transferred easily across applications. For example, a wavelet 
kernel tuned for microscopy may not be suitable for applications involving lenses with 
large focal lengths. Additionally, in certain cases the research works portray fusion using 
a very small image set typically with only 2 input images. It is imperative that we address 
the fusion of the n-input image scenario, which is often the case in the fusion of large 
image sets arising through photo microscopy and nanoscopy. There has been little 
emphasis on handling images with constrained illumination and limited depth of field. 
This especially is important for cases using long range lenses, as the imaging mechanics 
reduce the ambient lighting in the scene. This is a very common attribute of long range 
imaging. Given that this problem is prevalent in the long range and microscopic realm of 
imaging more than the midfocal ranges, special care is to be taken to ensure working of 
the methods in these regions of applications. Another usual occurrence is the case of 
focal overlaps. When the depth of field is narrow, it causes adjacent image frames to have 
regions of the scene in what we define as focal overlap. A focal overlap is when a part of 
the scene appears in focus in multiple images. In many of the methods in the literature, 
various region selection methods are used. This leads to unavoidable blocking effects. 
This is one feature to be minimized in the final fused image. This leads to better scene 
rendition and understanding. 
 
 Also, in methods employing wavelets and other multi scale decomposition 
methods, a very common issue is ringing in the spatial domain. A ringing effect that 
occurs along the edges of the fused spatial domain image is sometimes unavoidable. Due 
to the multiple peaks of the ideal filter in the spatial domain, the filtered image produces 
ringing along intensity edges in the spatial domain. This is an undesirable effect, and it is 
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preferred to be minimized in the final fused image. Some of the methods employ training 
and learning. For example, wavelet based methods are chosen based on prior experiments 
with particular kernel functions, and different justifications are used to the merit or 
demerit of the process. In region growing methods, many of the region selection criteria 
are tested heuristically to arrive at the best region selection. Thus we aspire to remove 
any aspect where a priori training or learning has to be performed for multifocus fusion. 
One of the factors that have been commonly seen is that many of these methods are either 
local in nature (as in the case of region selection methods) or global in nature (as in the 
case of the multiscale decomposition methods). It is one of the goals to have a method 
that harnesses the local spatial and frequency properties on a global scale on the entirety 
of the image. This is particularly possible using the properties of empirical mode 
decomposition. We aim to solve the problem of multifocus image fusion, over 
applications covering the entire imagable focal span. There is a special emphasis on 
imaging situations involving very low focal lengths (such as microscopy and nanoscopy) 
and those involving very large focal lengths (such as face tracking in long distance 
surveillance using large focal lenses).  
 
With these research objectives defined, various approaches in the data-driven 
multifocus fusion framework were indigenously developed. In this section, more details 
are provided on the various methods designed to solve the problem. In focal connectivity 
fusion, fusion is done on a N-input image case by virtue of focal connectivity. An 
adaptive algorithm is furthered based on connected component analysis. In curvelet based 
fusion, fusion is based on various fusion rules, after analyzing the input image stack into 
medial and peripheral coefficient prior to fusion.  
3.1  Focal connectivity fusion 
Multifocus fusion is the process of unifying focal information from a set of input 
images which may have objects that are connected focally and acquired with a lens with a 
narrow depth of field. When a 3-dimensional scene is imaged, it is sometimes necessary 
to have all the objects and surfaces comprising the scene to be in focus in the acquired 
image. In this family of methods developed indigenously, we present a general purpose 
multifocus fusion algorithm which can be employed for microscopic to long range 
applications. Typically, lenses with limited depth of field make the acquisition of an all-
in-focus image difficult, or impossible in many practical cases. The main contribution in 
this family of methods is the segmentation of the input images into partitions based on a 
predicate that we define as focal connectivity. Focal connectivity is established by 
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isolating regions in an input image that fall on the same focal plane. The technique 
employs the conversion of each image into a sharpness map, which consequently is used 
to isolate and attribute image partitions to input images. Our method uses the image 
partitions as segments and does not directly utilize the physical properties like edges to 
form the segments. This makes the method robust to extended blurring in the regions 
outside the depth of field. The union of the image partitions is mosaicked seamlessly to 
form the fused image. In this method, the focal volume is analyzed spatially and this 
family of methods fall under region selection methods. The main contribution in this 
avenue of multifocus fusion is in analyzing the space into partitions based on focal 
connectivity.  
 
Focal connectivity methods fall under region selection methods using image 
segmentation. The contemporaries in this family of methods segment their images based 
on edges of the objects in the scene and not by identifying regions based on DOF. In the 
case of multifocus data sets, an edge in an input image may be blurred out of recognition 
in another input image. This is exceptionally noticeable in the case of lenses with 
extremely narrow depth of field. Such lenses with their limited depth of field (DOF) 
disallow a typical imaging system from obtaining an all-in-focus image. This is a 
prominent problem in inspection of microscopic scenes. In multifocus fusion, one aims to 
acquire information from different focal planes and fuse them into one image where all 
objects in the scene appear to be in focus. Another way to describe it would be to 
synthesize a scene as acquired by an imaging system or apparatus that has an infinite 
DOF without the sensitivity issues that come bundled with the narrow depth of field. 
Many of the datasets in the literature use input images wherein the objects are placed well 
apart in the 3-D environment. Commonly, two input images are used for fusion. In 
certain applications, such as microscopy, the narrow DOF requires multiple shots of the 
3-D scene to gather all the information contained in the scene. Since the focal planes lie 
close to each other, there are overlapping sections of a focused object in consecutive 
frames. This general purpose multifocus fusion technique is able to fuse images from 
microscopic to telezoom applications. We developed a technique that performs fusion of 
multiple focal planes with narrow overlapping sections of the scene. Typical 
segmentation based methods employ edges from objects for segmentation. The central 
idea in this set of methods is that that we segment regions from the input images based on 
focal connectivity and not on object connectivity. We employ such partitions for unifying 
information from all the focal planes. This is a major problem in many microscopic 
applications and extends into the realm of scanning electron microscopes as well. In 
multifocus fusion, the central idea is to acquire focal information from different focal 
planes in the scene and fuse them into one image where all the focal planes appear to be 
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in focus. Large chamber scanning electron microscopes (LCSEM) are one of the latest 
members in the family of scanning electron microscopes (SEM) which has found 
extensive use in conducting nondestructive tests. Large objects (~1 meter) can be scanned 
in micro- or nano-scale using this microscope. A LCSEM can provide characterization of 
conductive and non-conductive surfaces with a magnification of 10x to 200,000x. 
LCSEMs suffer from the problem of limited DOF making it difficult to inspect and image 
a 3-dimensional microscopic scene. The LCSEM used for an example data acquisition, 
contributed by the our sponsors, is shown in Figure 3-1. While imaging a 3-D scene, the 
size of the objects and their relative positions in the scene defines the complexity of 
multifocus fusion. If the objects are placed well apart such that there are no focal 
overlaps, the problem of multifocus fusion becomes relatively easier. If the DOF is very 
narrow and the scene is imaged with many individual frames, with focal overlap the 
fusion algorithm requires more intelligence and finesse. It is possible to image an object 
at adjacent planes that appears to have common regions in focus. The segmentation is 
based on focal connectivity and not on object connectivity in the scene.  
 
 
Figure 3-1. A large chamber scanning electron microscope (LCSEM).  
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There is no pixel manipulation and hence no artifacts such as ringing effects, etc. This 
family of methods is computationally straightforward and contains intelligence to choose 
between sharp and blurred regions. Each input image has certain regions of the scene in 
focus, and an image partition is a region or a set of regions in an input image that fall on 
the same focal plane. The crux of our method is to isolate and attribute such partitions to 
one particular input image.  
3.1.1 Methodology 
 
A sharpness transform is calculated for every input image Ii(x,y), where Ixi(x,y) 
and Iyi(x,y) are horizontal and vertical gradient maps. When the sharpness transform of 
input image Ii(x,y) is examined with its N-1 counterparts for regions of sharper focus, one 
image partition, Pi(x,y) is isolated by )y,x(S)y,x(S)y,x(P }ik{ii  , for all ki. The 
union of the partitions, Pi(x,y)‟s, forms the fused image space, and the intersection of the 
partitions is the null set, i.e. the blurred sections of all the input images. The image 
partitions are then seamlessly mosaiced to form the fused image from the synthesis using 
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completeness of the partitioning, there is no need for any blending at the peripheries, the 
entire fused image space is partitioned, and all the pixel locations are populated. The 
pixel values are not modified at any point in the algorithm and thus, the algorithm 
provides an undistorted representation of the scene. Redundant information does not 
disturb the stability of the system. The texture is penultimate in rendering on top of any 
3-D surfaces developed. Our fully automatic method can handle partial defocus and has 
no hardware constraints. In segmentation based methods, segmentation is performed 
using physical edges of objects in the scene. Due to camera optics, an edge in one image 
blurs in another image. This makes segmentation based on edges ambiguous. To counter 
this problem, we propose segmentation of regions based on focal connectivity. Each 
image in a set of input images has certain regions of the scene in focus. A focally 
connected region is a region or a set of regions in an input image that fall on the same 
focal plane. These regions may be connected focally with or without physical continuities 
in object geometries. The central idea of our method is to isolate and attribute such 
partitions to one particular input image. The chosen partition is in better focus than its 
relative counterparts from all the input images. We isolate partitions in the input images 
based on focal connectivity and synthesize the fused image. In our method, a sharpness 
map is calculated for every input image I{i} )y,x(  i= 1,2,…,N. As a precursor to this step, 
the images are filtered with sobel masks to approximate horizontal and vertical gradients, 
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Ix{i}(x,y) and Iy{i}(x,y) respectively, where the subscripts x and y denote directional 
gradient operations. These are used to calculate the sharpness maps Si(x,y)‟s for each of 
the N input images by 
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To make the system less vulnerable to fluctuations from sensors (e.g. noise), 
optics (e.g. magnification and side lobes), local contrast, and illumination at the scene, we 
low pass filter the sharpness maps. This increases the accuracy of the decisions to follow 
by ensuring that areas with better focus influence the decision of their neighbors. These 
sharpness maps are examined for regions of higher focus with their respective 
counterparts. When the sharpness image of input image I{i}(x,y), of N input images, is 
compared with its N-1 counterparts, one focally linked region, Pi(x,y) is isolated by 
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The union of the all the partitions, P{i}(x,y)‟s, form the fused image space, 
FN(x,y), and the intersection of the partitions is the null set, which in our case 
corresponds to the blurred sections of all the input images. For each partition, a 
corresponding mask is created and a pixel wise multiplication is done to get the actual 
image partitions. The image partitions are then seamlessly mosaiced to form  
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the fused image, where 
.
 denotes pixel-wise multiplication. There is no duplication in the 
partitions; hence there is no need for any blending at the peripheries of the partitions. 
This allows us to capitalize on focal overlaps by selecting the areas under best focus, out 
of adjacent areas, and between multiple images. This method is able to choose between 
blurred regions and offer the least blurred region for fusion. When a region falls under 
overlapping DOF of multiple images, we use its sharpness map in a dynamic system that 
serves to populate the corresponding region with the area of best focus.  
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3.1.2 Experimental results 
 
Data collected for this effort range from microscopic to long range (>30 feet 
apart) data sets. Multifocus fusion is a significant problem in microscopic applications 
and we present an example (a microscopic scene of a damaged drill bit) in Figure 3-2. 
Acquisition conditions were chosen such that the DOF is very narrow and that there is 
focal overlap between adjacent frames. Multiple shots of the scene are required to gather 
information from all the focal planes, especially given the extremely narrow depth of 
focus. In Figure 3-2(a-d), we show a few images from the set of input images acquired. In 
Figure 3-2 (f), the results of the seminal tiling approach are presented. The input images 
were divided into sets of blocks and one block per set was chosen based on the 
Tenengrad sharpness criterion [Krotkov, 1989]. Block sizes were chosen empirically and 
the fused image with the highest overall Tenengrad measure was chosen to establish a 
fair comparison against our method. While a reasonable understanding on the scene can 
be obtained, there are visible blocking effects. In Figure 3-2 (g), results from a widely 
used MSD based fusion method are presented [Frechette and Ingle, 2005]. This method 
was chosen as it was designed for fusion with multiple frames, and uses the coiflet 
wavelet (level 2) family, reported in the literature repeatedly as one suitable for 
multifocus fusion [Frechette and Ingle, 2005]. Methods falling under this category result 
in artifacts due to pixel replacement operations. In Figure 3-2 (h), image partitioning of 
the fused image space is shown using a color coding scheme. Each color coded section in 
this image is a focally connected area in an image and represents areas from one input 
image. In Figure 3-2 (i), we show results from our work, wherein regions are selected 
from different partitions of the input images and mosaicked to synthesize a multifocus 
fused image. 
  
In Figure 3-3, we show input images acquired of 2 individuals standing about 30 
feet apart. This is a case where acquisition of the 2 subjects is difficult even with an 
extremely narrow aperture. In Figure 3-3 (a-b), input images are shown where one 
individual is blurred in each of the images. In Figure 3-3 (c), an image fused fused by a 
seminal tiling approach is shown. Window selection was extremely difficult in this case 
due to the scale of the subjects in the scene. An optimum window size was selected based 
on trials with different window sizes and computed Tenengrad measures. In Figure 3-3 
(d), fusion by MSD based fusion is presented. The fusion shows sufficient detail from 
both focal planes. Upon close inspection ringing effects are visible. In Figure 3-3 (e), an 
image fused using our method is shown. Our method is able to select the partitions 
regardless of the scale differences of the input images, consistently over other methods 
implemented for comparison. In our experiments, apart from subjective evaluations we 
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have also performed objective evaluations of the fused images. The fused outputs of the 
various methods were evaluated for sharpness using the Tenengrad measure. The 
Tenengrad measure is optimal for sharpness evaluation, as indicated by Krotkov 
[Krotkov, 1989], which is calculated by 
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where Fx is the fused image whose sharpness is to be evaluated, and mn is the total 
number of pixels in the Fx. These measures are normalized against the sharpness obtained 
from the highest gradient checker board image for the same image dimensions. The 
objective results are consistent with visual inspection and show that our method produces 
images with better overall sharpness. The results of the objective testing are summarized 
in Table 3-1 wherein it is shown that the images fused using our method has the most 
measured sharpness when compared against the other methods used for comparison.  
 
Table 3-1. Comparison of fusion 'goodness' by evaluating fused images using the Tenengrad sharpness 
metric [Krotkov, 1989]. 
 
 Tiling MSD Our method 
Microscopic 0.7413 0.7214 0.7458 
Long Range 0.8703 0.8538 0.8948 
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(a) (b) (c) 
 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 3-2. Comparison of overall sharpness of different fusion methods (a-e) input LCSEM images 
(note various sections of the input images are blurred due to the narrow dof), (f) fusion by tiling (g) 
fusion using MSD based fusion (h) color coded partitions and (i) fuson using focal connectivity. 
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                  (a) (b)                      (c) 
 
                                       (d)                       (e) 
Figure 3-3. Demonstration of multi focus fusion in a long range application wherein each focal plane is 
about 30 feet apart from each other. (a) Individual in foreground is in focus, (b) Individual in background 
is in focus, (c) Fusion using tiling, (d) Fusion using MSD based fusion and (e) Fusion using our method. 
Notice both individuals are in focus with reduced blocking or ringing effects. 
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3.2  Adaptive focal connectivity 
In this extension of focal connectivity fusion, a versatile multifocus fusion 
algorithm is presented for application-independent fusion. A focally connected region is a 
region or a set of regions in an input image that falls under the depth of field of the 
imaging system. Such regions are segmented adaptively under the predicate of focal 
connectivity and fused by partition synthesis. The fused image has information from all 
focal planes, while maintaining the visual verisimilitude of the scene. In this effort, we 
discuss another general purpose multifocus fusion method that is capable of fusing data 
from varied applications such as microscopic scene inspection and long range feature 
tracking. Our method performs fusion of multiple focal planes with narrow overlapping 
areas of the scene by segmenting focally connected regions. Segmentation based methods 
segment the scene based on object geometries in the image. The main contribution in this 
extension of focal connectivity fusion is that we segment regions from the set of input 
images by establishing focal connectivity and not by physical connectivity. The 
advantage of using focal connectivity is that the algorithm is no longer dependent on 
geometries of the image but on regions of the image in the effective depth of field. We 
unify information from such focally segmented partitions from all the focal planes into 
one all-in-focus image.  
3.2.1 Methodology 
 
Each image in a set of input images has certain regions of the scene in focus. 
Since segmenting images based on edge geometries is often unreliable, we segment 
regions based on focal connectivity. These regions are connected focally with or without 
physical continuities. The central idea of our method is to isolate and attribute such 
partitions to one particular input image. The selected partition maps focally connect 
regions in one image that are in better focus than their relative counterparts from all the 
input images to the fused image. Initially, a sharpness map Si(x, y) is calculated for every 
input image Ii(x, y). When performing fusion by establishing focal connectivity, 
henceforth referred to as Focal Connectivity (FC) fusion, we filter the sharpness maps by 
an empirically selected convolution mask to make the system less vulnerable to sensor 
artefacts (e.g. noise), optics (e.g. magnification and side lobes), local contrast, and 
illumination at the scene. This increases the accuracy of the decisions by making certain 
that areas with better focus influence the choice of their neighbors. In Adaptive Focal 
Connectivity (AFC) fusion, a data-driven process is used to select the convolution mask 
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for filtering the sharpness maps. The motivation here is (1) to remove the empirical 
selection of the convolution mask and (2) to tune the convolution mask to the size of the 
connected objects falling in the DOF. The sharpness masks are subject to connected 
component analysis. The bounding boxes of all the connected components are obtained, 
and the average dimensions of these bounding boxes are used as the size of the 
convolution mask. Thus, the convolution mask adapts to the average dimension of the 
objects in the scene. If the scene is made of very small objects, the convolution mask 
becomes smaller and if the scene is dominated by larger objects, the convolution mask 
becomes larger to accommodate the local scene. Very small connected components are 
ignored to make AFC fusion more resilient to noise. The sharpness maps are adaptive 
filtered with the convolution mask Ci(x,y) as follows: 
 
 .N,...,2,1i)y,x(C)y,x(S)y,x(S iifi   3-5 
 
These sharpness maps are scrutinized for regions of higher sharpness with their 
respective counterparts. When the sharpness image of input image Ii(x,y), of N input 
images, is compared with its N-1 counterparts, one focally linked region, Fi(x,y) is 
isolated by 
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The fused image space R(x,y) is formed by the union set of the partitions. The 
intersection of the partitions is the null set, which in our case corresponds to the out of 
focus regions in all of the N input images. Image partitioning by establishing focal 
connectivity partitions R(x,y) into n sub regions, R1, R2, …, Rn ,such that 
 
3-7 
Ri  Rj = ,  i & j = 1,2,3, …N, 3-8 
P(Ri) = TRUE,  i = 1,2,3, …N, 3-9 
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where the operator
.
  denotes pixel-wise multiplication. The condition 3-7 implies that 
partitioning should be complete and that Ri is a connected region for  i = 1, 2,…, N in 
the sense of the predicate of focal connectivity. This condition is paramount and forms 
the main crux of the synthesis. Due to the complete partitioning, the entire fused image 
space is partitioned, and all the pixel locations are populated. Predicate 3-8 implies no 
ties in the voting and that partitions be disjoint from one another. The partitioning is 
unique, and a focally connected region is uniquely mapped to the fused image space. The 
predicate 3-9 requires that all elements of a partition belong to only one focally connected 
set. The final constraint 3-10 necessitates that Ri and Rj should be separate in the sense of 
the predicate P. For each focally connected partition, a corresponding mask is created, 
and a pixel wise multiplication is done to get the actual image partitions. The image 
partitions are then seamlessly mosaicked to form the fused image R(x, y) using 3-7. The 
pixels are not modified in the algorithm and results in an undistorted representation of the 
scene. There is no duplication in the partitions; therefore blending at the peripheries of 
the partitions is not required. The formulated predicate allows us to capitalize on focal 
overlaps. Often, when a region falls under overlapping DOF, we obtain N counterparts of 
the region under varying degrees of blur. Thus, we are able to choose between such 
blurred counterparts and select the least blurred for fusion. This surmounts learning based 
techniques in the aspect that unseen data can be handled effectively. A schematic of our 
fusion technique is presented in Figure 3-4, where various stages are depicted. 
 
 
Figure 3-4. A Schematic of Adaptive Focal Connectivity (AFC) Fusion 
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3.2.2 Experimental results 
 
In our experiments, we perform fusion and related analyses on various datasets 
from different imaging applications. While acquiring images of a 3-D scene, the 
dimensions of the objects and their relative positions in the scene characterize the 
complexity of the multifocus fusion algorithm needed. If the objects are placed well apart 
without focal overlaps, the problem of multifocus fusion becomes simpler. If the DOF is 
extremely narrow and information from the scene is imaged with many individual 
frames, the fusion algorithm requires more intelligent operations to perform fusion. In 
practice it is possible to image an object at adjacent planes that have overlapping regions 
in focus. Data used for this effort varies from microscopic to longer range data sets. Our 
method assumes registered images for fusion. Image registration for multifocus fusion is 
a rich area of research and various methods for robust registration exist. Employing 
projective transformations, as discussed in [Gostashby, 2006], is appropriate for aligning 
multifocus data. To compare our technique with other contemporaries in the literature, we 
compare our method with a tiling and MSD based method. 
 
There is a consensus that above two families are the most widely used as observed 
in [Zhang and Blum, 1999]. For the tiling based technique, multiple size windows were 
used as discussed in [Redondo et al., 2005]. The fused image with the highest sharpness 
content was chosen to establish a fair comparison against our method. For MSD based 
fusion, we have implemented the fusion algorithm, due to Frechette and Ingle [Frechette 
and Ingle, 2005]. This method is selected as it was designed for fusion with multiple 
frames and has many parallels with our method. This method uses the coiflet wavelet 
(level 2) family which is reported suitable for multifocus fusion. We present an example 
of a long range data set in Figure 3-5. The „Wall‟ dataset, comprising of 16 images, is 
rich in texture with varying size and orientation of the objects (bricks). Numerous shots 
of the scene are essential to gather focal information from the 3D scene, given the 
extremely narrow depth of focus. In Figure 3-5 (a-e), we show some of input images 
acquired. Different regions are in focus in each of the input images. We use these focused 
regions in synthesizing an all-in-focus image. In Figure 3-5 (f), the results of the tiling 
approach are presented. A reasonable perception on the scene can be obtained. There are 
visible blocking effects as shown with arrows. In Figure 3-5 (g), results from the MSD 
based fusion method are presented. Information from all the input images is seen in the 
fused image. Contrast changes are visible due to intensity manipulations in the fusion 
process. In Figure 3-5 (h), image partitioning of the fused image space is shown by a 
color coding scheme. Each color coded section in this image is one focally connected 
area from one input image. In Figure 3-5 (i), we show the image fused using our method.   
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(a) (b) (c) 
 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 3-5. Comparison of multifocus fusion on the „Wall‟ dataset (a-e) input images where different 
sections of the wall are in focus, (f) Fusion using tiling [Redondo et al., 2005] (Blocking artifacts are shown 
by arrows) (g) Fusion using MSD based fusion [Frechette and Ingle, 2005] , (h) Isolated partitions shown 
by color coding where each color represents one focally connected region from one input image and (i) 
Fusion using our method, where all the information from the input images are combined to form an all-in-
focus image of the 3D scene. 
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Here, focally connected regions are selected from the input images and synthesized to 
form the fused image. Border artifacts are substantially reduced, and a crisp overall 
perspective of the scene is obtained. In our experiments we observed that FC fusion 
provided better fusion than the methods implemented for comparison. We also observed 
the AFC fusion had better performance than FC fusion. The adaptive filtering process 
further reduces border artifacts. 
 
In Figure 3-6, a comparison of FC fusion and AFC fusion is presented. A DOF 
standard was developed in-house for experimentation. Patterns of various resolutions 
were incorporated into a single standard for multifocus imaging. In Figure 3-6 (a-d), 
some of the input images from the „Standard‟ data set are presented. In Figure 3-6 (e), the 
FC fused image is shown. Information from all the focal planes is fused into the image. 
There are some minute border effects (shown with arrows) that are absent in the AFC 
fused image in Figure 3-6 (f). Since improvement in fusion quality is hard to visually 
validate, we performed objective evaluations of the fused images as well. The images 
fused using tiling; MSD, FC and AFC fusion were evaluated using the Tenengrad 
sharpness measure [Krotkov, 1989]. The objective results are consistent with visual 
inspection and show that our method produces images with better overall sharpness. The 
results of some of the objective tests are summarized in Table 3-2. The images fused 
using our method have the most measured sharpness when compared against the other 
methods. Our method capitalizes on overlapping focal information to extend the DOF, 
while retaining the visual verisimilitude of the scene. We demonstrate multifocus fusion 
on datasets from different applications. Our focal connectivity algorithms (FC and AFC) 
outperform the competing algorithms regarding sharpness in all our experiments. 
 
Table 3-2: Comparison of tenengrad measures of images fused using different multifocus fusion methods. 
 
 Methods 
Datasets Tiling MSD FC AFC 
Microscopic 0.9350 0.9029 0.9391 0.9405 
Standard 0.6817 0.8354 0.9071 0.9280 
Wall 0.8388 0.8134 0.8763 0.8775 
Triplanar 0.8811 0.7857 0.8838 0.8853 
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(a) (b) (c) 
 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 3-6. Comparison of FC fusion and AFC fusion on the „Standard‟ dataset (a-d) input images where different sections of the standard 
are in focus, (e) image fused by FC fusion and, (f) Image fused by AFC Fusion. Upon close inspection, very minute border artifacts are 
visible in the FC fused image (highlighted with arrows) which are absent in the AFC fused image. 
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3.3 Curvelet- based multifocus fusion 
In this method, a data-driven and application independent technique to combine 
information from different focal planes is presented. Input images, acquired by imaging 
systems with limited depth of field, are decomposed using a relatively new analysis tool 
called curvelets. The extracted curvelets are representative of polar „wedges‟ from the 
frequency domain. Fusion is performed on medial and peripheral curvelets and the fused 
image combines information from different focal planes, while extending the DOF of the 
scene. The main contribution in this effort is the direct use of curvelets in combining 
multifocal images. Curvelet analysis has been found useful in applications wherein curve 
and line characteristics are extracted from a stack of input images and used for fusing 
focal content into one all in focus image. In the works of Li et al, an elaborate method 
which cascades curvelet and wavelet analysis for multifocus fusion has been presented 
[Li and Yang, 2008]. In this effort, motivated by promising reports on curvelet properties 
that the curvelet transform is suitable for representing curves and lines [Li and Yang, 
2008, Starck et al., 2001], we investigated the direct use of curvelets in multifocus fusion.  
3.3.1 Curvelet analysis 
 
Curvelets are a relatively new signal analysis tool introduced by Candes and 
Donoho [Candes et al, 2006]. Curvelets are different from other MSD methods and claim 
very high directional sensitivity and anisotropic virtues. Studies claim that curvelets are 
more appropriate for the analysis of curve and line characteristics in an image than 
typical MSD methods [Li and Yang, 2008]. Theoretically, the curvelet transform is a 
multi-scale pyramid, with multiple angular direction and positions at each length and 
level with needle-shaped components at finer scales. Curvelets have certain geometric 
virtues that differentiate them from other MSD methods. The most notable is a parabolic 
scaling relationship, which imposes that at a given scale j, each component is contained 
in an envelope which is aligned on a „ridge‟ of width 2-j and length 2-j/2. 
  
Initially, a local ridgelet-based curvelet transform decomposes the image into a 
series of disjoint coefficients. Then, each scale is analyzed by means of a local ridgelet 
transform. In the mathematical treatment of curvelets, we work in the domain R
2
 with 
spatial variable x and frequency variable . Polar coordinates in the frequency domain 
are represented by r and  . For each level, j  j0, a frequency window Uj is created, 
supported by a pair of windows, namely the radial support W(•) and angular support V(•). 
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The frequency window is applied with window widths that are dependent on scale in each 
direction as,  
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where j/2 is the integer part of j/2. The support of Uj is a polar “wedge” in the 
frequency domain, as can be seen in Figure 3-7. The form Uj(r, θ) + Uj(r, θ + π) is used to 
compel symmetry to generate real-valued curvelets. These are subsequently used in the 
fusion of focal information. The basis function, or the „mother curvelet‟, φj(x), is defined 
as the mean of its Fourier transform )(U)x(ˆ jj  .  
                         
 
Figure 3-7. The figure illustrates the basic digital tiling due to the Curvelet domain. The support of Uj 
smoothly localizes the Fourier transform near the sheared wedges observing the parabolic scaling. The 
shaded region characterizes a typical „wedge‟ [Candes 2005 , Candes et al., 2006] 
 
Thus, for a given input image from a stack of N multifocal images, fi, the curvelet 
coefficients at scale 2
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Subsequently, curvelets at scales 2
−j
 are extracted by rotating and displacing the 
mother curvelet φj(x). The rotation angles θℓ and translation parameter sequence k are 
defined by θℓ = 2π · 2
−j/2
 · ℓ, with ℓ = 1,2,3, … such that 0  θ < 2π; k = (k1, k2)  Z
2
. 
For each scale j and angle l, the product of the support Uj,l and the fourier coefficients 
wrapped around the origin, an inverse 2D FFT is performed to synthesize the coefficients 
ci
D
(j, l, k). More details on curvelets, the admissibility criteria for the support windows, 
and curvelab can be found in [Candes et al., 2006]. 
3.3.2  Multifocus fusion using curvelets 
 
The key contribution in this method is the fusion of multifocus images by directly 
using features extracted by curvelet analysis. Input images are acquired from different 
focal volumes in a given 3-D scene. We abuse notations slightly and refer to the curvelet 
coefficients, ci
D
(j, l, k), as ci(j,l,k) for easy reference. The indices i,j,l,k refer to the image 
number in the stack, scale (an integer increasing from coarsest to finest scale), orientation 
of polar wedge (traversing the frequency space in a clockwise sweep), and position, 
respectively. The central idea of this fusion scheme is segregating, emphasizing and 
fusing focal information in the frequency domain. 
 
Fusion is performed as follows:  
 
(1) A stack of N multifocal images are acquired from different focal volumes in a 
given 3-d scene. 
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(2) Registration is performed as necessary using a viable method. In our method, we 
assume co-registered input images. 
 
(3) Each input image fi is analyzed, and a set of curvelet coefficients, namely 
 
a. Medial coefficients, i(j,l,k)= ci(j,l,k) j jo and 
 
b.Peripheral coefficients, i(j,l,k)= ci(j,l,k)  j> jo are generated.  
 
 
(4) The peripheral coefficients hold the necessary information pertaining to higher 
frequency information such as, but not limited to, curves and lines. The medial 
coefficients hold information on the trend of the image. Fusion of curvelet 
coefficients is performed as such: 
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(5) The fused coefficients, 
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are subjected to the inverse curvelet transform and the fused image F is obtained. 
A schematic of the proposed fusion method is shown in Figure 3-8. 
3.3.3 Experimental results  
 
The mechanics of the imaging system, the ambient illumination, and complexity 
of the 3-D scene being imaged as a multifocal stack influences the degree of finesse 
required to perform multifocus fusion. If there are no focal overlaps in the stack, the task 
becomes relatively easier. In our experiments, we have tested our method on datasets 
from various applications with varying degrees of scene complexity. We have compared 
our method with a MSD fusion method, which cascades the use of curvelets and wavelets 
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[Li and Yang, 2008] in fusion. In Figure 3-9(a-b), we present fusion results on the 
seemingly simple „fence‟ dataset. In Figure 3-9(a), a fence which is imaged at an angle to 
the camera plane is in focus. In Figure 3-9(b), the back ground made up of vehicles and 
vegetation is in focus. There is a continuum of objects under varying degrees of blur. In 
Figure 3-9(c), fusion by the cascaded MSD based method [Li and Yang, 2008] is 
presented. A good rendition of the fence and the vehicles in the background is seen with 
ringing and blurring effects. In Figure 3-9(d), an image fused using our method is shown, 
with j0=1. Upon close examination, a sharper fused scene is visible, which is validated by 
objective testing as well. A macroscopic „thumbscrew‟ scenario is shown in Figure 3-10 
with similar connotation. In this example, a few images out of a stack of macroscopic 
images are shown in Figure 3-10 (a-d). The macroscopic data is acquired under extremely 
narrow DOF with heavy focal overlap between input images. In applications such as 
microscopy and nanoscopy, the geometric pixel correspondence between images in a 
stack is near optimal due to the mechanics of the imaging system. The image fused using 
cascaded MSD fusion is shown in Figure 3-10 (e). The full length of the macroscopic 
thumbscrew is visible in the scene, but the image fused by our method in Figure 3-10 (f), 
with j0=1, has lesser blurring and ringing effects. Our method is completely data driven 
and is application independent. 
 
The merits of these fusion methods are hard to be evaluated by human inspection, 
and to validate our experiments, objective evaluation of the images fused using different 
methods is neccasary. The fused outputs are evaluated for overall sharpness using various 
sharpness measures such as the tenengrad (TG), adaptive tenengrad (ATG), laplacian 
(LP), adaptive laplacian (ALP), sum of modified differences (SMD) and sum of modified 
laplacian (SML) [Yao et al., 2006]. These measures have been found optimal for 
sharpness evaluation, as indicated by Krotkov [Krotkov, 1989] and Yao et al [Yao et al., 
2006]. The objective results are consistent with visual inspection and concur that our 
method produces images with improved overall sharpness. The results of the objective 
testing are summarized in Table 3-3. The direct employment of curvelets in fusion of 
multifocal content is computationally less demanding than cascading curvelet analysis 
with wavelet based fusion. This method capitalizes on fusing information from the 
different polar „wedges‟ of the frequency content in a stack of images. Fusion is 
performed directly on medial and peripheral curvelets to obtain a fused image which 
combines focal information from different focal volumes while retaining the visual 
verisimilitude of the scene.  
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Figure 3-8. A schematic of extension of depth of field by direct use of curvelets. 
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 
  
(c) MSD method due to [Li and Yang, 2008] (d) Proposed method 
 
Figure 3-9. Multifocus fusion on the „fence‟ dataset (a-b) input images with different focal planes in focus, 
(c) image fused using cascaded MSD fusion method [Li and Yang, 2008] and (d) image fused by our 
method. In (d), in addition to being able to see the background, one is able to see a sharper fence, in 
comparison to (c). 
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 
  
(c) Input image 3 (d) Input image 3 
  
(e) MSD method due to  [Li and Yang, 2008] (f) Proposed method 
Figure 3-10. Multifocus fusion on the „thumbscrew‟ dataset (a-d) input images with different parts of 
the thumbscrew in focus, (e) image fused using cascaded MSD fusion [Li and Yang, 2008] and (f) 
image fused by our method. Notice increased sharpness, highlighted by boxes, by proposed method. 
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Table 3-3. Comparison of overall sharpness of images fused by different methods using various metrics 
 
 
Cascaded MSD Fusion  
[Li and Yang, 2008] 
Direct Curvelet Method 
Fence Thumbscrew Fence Thumbscrew 
SMD 0.0036 0.0456 0.0070 0.0395 
SML 0.0380 0.0046 0.0421 0.0066 
TG 0.0707 0.0553 0.0731 0.0577 
ATG 0.0849 0.0731 0.0882 0.0744 
LP 0.0149 0.0001 0.0252 0.0005 
ALP 0.0214 0.0005 0.0246 0.0016 
 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a summary of the multifocus fusion methods developed 
indigenously towards extending the depth of focus is presented. Here, we present the 
efforts from the family of methods based on the predicate of focal connectivity. In these 
methods we present the ability of analyzing the fusion space as one that can be 
partitioned in the sense of focal connectivity in the scene. This supersedes region, edge, 
and object connectivity, allows for a more natural fusion, and reduces border artifacts. An 
adaptive version of focal connectivity is presented. However the question of how 
adaptive a method needs to be is as open a problem as the field of image segmentation 
itself. Hence, global methods which do not require segmentation are explored. In curvelet 
based fusion, the frequency space is separated into peripheral and medial areas. We 
process the peripheral areas with consistent and pertinent fusion rules to obtain fusion. In 
the next chapter, we present our ideas enhancing the train of thought towards global 
fusion of focus components using globally extracted frequency information. 
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4 Intrinsic mode image fusion 
Image fusion deals with the merging of imaging modalities towards enrichment of the 
interpretive information of the data for feature extraction, pattern recognition, and other 
investigative procedures. It is the facility of being able to produce a single image from a 
set of input images in such a manner that the fused image should have enhanced 
information which is more understandable and decipherable for human perception and, 
preferably, for machine learning and computer vision. Image fusion has been performed 
using many different imaging sensors [Yaroslavsky et al., 2004, Fay et al., 2000, Canga, 
2002, Gostashby, 2005]. The necessity for fusion techniques increased with the explosion 
of new image acquisition devices [Zheng, 2005, Socolinsky and Wolff, 2002]. By fusing 
images, we are able to discern the useful information and features from all the different 
input images. Apart from collating the useful features, an image fusion scheme of a 
higher abstraction would contain the facet of being able to suppress inconsistencies, 
artifacts and noise in the fused image that were distractions in the parent images.  
In this section, we discuss one of the major contributions of this dissertation, 
namely multiscale intrinsic mode image fusion for multifocus fusion. This is a versatile 
data-driven application independent method to extend the depth of field. The principal 
contribution in this effort is the use of features extracted by empirical mode 
decomposition, namely intrinsic mode images which represent in-focus features, for 
fusion. The input images are decomposed into multiscale intrinsic mode images and 
fusion is performed on the extracted oscillatory modes, by means of fusion rules that 
allow emphasis of focused regions in each input image. The fused image unifies 
information from all focal planes, while maintaining the verisimilitude of the scene. 
4.1  Introduction to empirical mode decomposition 
In this dissertation, we harness the potential of a relatively recent method for 
analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary datasets developed by Huang et al [Huang et al., 
1998]. The facet of decomposing a signal into intrinsic mode functions (IMF) or intrinsic 
mode images (IMI) is employed in the fusion process. One is able to decompose any 
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complicated data set into a finite number of IMIs that admit well-behaved Hilbert 
transforms. This decomposition method is data-driven and highly effective. The 
decomposition is based on the local characteristic time scale of the data, and hence 
extendable to nonlinear and non-stationary processes. With the Hilbert transform, the IMI 
allow representation of instantaneous frequencies as functions of space. In this method, 
the main conceptual benefits are the decomposition of a multifocus input image into IMI 
and the visualization of high frequency information coupled with spatial information. We 
present the EMD algorithm and elaborate on the sifting process which is an important 
part of EMD in the next section. 
4.2  Extraction of in-focus features 
Physically, the necessary conditions to define significant instantaneous frequency 
are that the functions are symmetric with respect to the local zero mean, and contain the 
same numbers of zero crossings and extrema. Based on these observations, classes of 
functions called IMI are designated with the conditions prescribed in the following 
sections.  
4.2.1 Necessary conditions for extraction of in-focus features 
An intrinsic mode image is a function that satisfies two conditions: 
(1) In the entire image data, the number of extrema and the number of zero 
crossings must either equal or fluctuate at most by one; and  
(2) At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima 
and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero.  
The first condition is apparent; as it is similar to the conventional narrow band 
requirements for a stationary Gaussian process. The second condition is novel; it 
modifies the conventional global requirement to a local one; it is necessary so that the 
instantaneous frequency will not have the unwanted fluctuations induced by asymmetric 
wave forms. Ideally, the requirement should be `the local mean of the data being zero'. 
For non-stationary data, the `local mean' involves a `local time scale' to compute the 
mean, which is impossible to define. As a substitute, the local mean of the envelopes 
defined by the local maxima and the local minima is used to force the local symmetry. 
The name `intrinsic mode image' is adopted because it represents the oscillation mode 
embedded in the image data. The IMI in each cycle, defined by the zero crossings, 
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involves a unique oscillatory mode with no complex riding waves. An IMI is not 
restricted to a narrow band signal, and it can be both amplitude and frequency modulated. 
In fact, non-stationary and solely frequency or amplitude modulated functions can be 
IMI. 
4.2.2  EMD assumptions 
Contrary to many of the former decomposition methods, EMD is intuitive and 
direct, with the basis functions based on and derived from the data. The assumptions for 
this method are: 
(1) The image data has at least a pair of extrema;  
(2) The characteristic spatial scale is defined by the time between the successive 
extrema; and  
(3) If there are no extrema, and only inflection points, then the image data can be 
differentiated to realize the extrema, whose IMI can be extracted. 
Integration may be employed for reconstruction. Originally, the time between the 
successive extrema was used by Huang et al. [Huang et al. „98] as it allowed the 
decomposition of signals that were all positive, all negative, or both. This implied that the 
image data did not have to have a zero mean, as would be in the case of our typical input 
images. This also allowed finer resolution of the oscillatory modes. 
4.3  The sifting process 
As per the IMI definition, the decomposition method can simply employ the 
envelopes defined by the local maxima and minima individually. The extrema are 
identified and all local maxima are connected by a cubic spline to form the upper 
envelope. This process is repeated for the local minima and the lower envelope is 
constructed. While interpolating, care is taken that the upper and lower envelopes cover 
all the data between them. The point-wise mean of the envelopes is called m1, and is 
subtracted from the data r0 for the first component h1. For the first iteration, r0 is the 
original image data X. This can be the input image as in the case of IMI fusion or the 
peripheral coefficients as in the case of multiscale IMI fusion.  
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r0 = X
 
4-1 
h1 = r0-m1
 
4-2 
As per mathematical definitions, h1 should be considered as one of the IMI, as h1 
seems to satisfy all the requirements of IMI. However, since we are interpolating the 
extrema with numerical schemes, overshoots and undershoots are bound to occur. These 
generate new maxima and minima, and distort the magnitude and phase of the existing 
extrema. These effects will not affect the process directly as it is the mean of these 
envelopes that pass on to the next stages of the algorithms and not the envelopes 
themselves. The formation of false extrema cannot be avoided easily and an interesting 
offshoot is that this procedure inherently recovers the proper modes lost in the initial 
examination and recovers low-amplitude riding waves on repeated sifting. The envelope 
means may be different from true local mean and consequently some asymmetric 
waveforms may occur but they can be ignored, as their effects in the final reconstruction 
are minimal. Apart from a few theoretical difficulties, in practice, a ringing effect at the 
edges of the image data can occur. But even with these effects, the sifting process still 
extracts the essential scales from the image data. The sifting process eliminates riding 
waves and makes the signal symmetrical. In the second sifting process, h1 is considered 
as the image data where m11 is the mean of the h1 envelopes.  
h11=h1-m11
 4-3 
The sifting is continued k times till the first intrinsic mode image is obtained. 
h1k=h1(k-1)-m1k
 
4-4 
We designate c1 as the first intrinsic mode image, 
c1=h1k
 4-5 
The schematic of the extraction of oscillatory modes is presented in Figure 4-1.  
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Figure 4-1. A schematic of the EMD process. 
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4.3.1  Stopping criteria for sifting 
In sifting, the finest oscillatory modes are separated from the image data, 
analogous to separating fine particles through a set of fine to coarse sieves. As can be 
expected of such a process, uneven amplitudes will be smoothened as a result of the 
sifting process, especially given that the interpolation processes employed are indirectly 
smoothening filters on the processed data. But if performed for an extended amount of 
iterations, the sifting process becomes invasive and destroys the physical meaning of the 
amplitude fluctuations. On sifting too long, we get IMI that are frequency modulated 
signals with constant amplitude which defeat the purpose of the analyses. To retain and 
preserve the physical meanings of the IMI, in terms of amplitude and frequency 
modulation, a standard deviation based stopping criterion is used. The standard deviation, 
SD, computed from two consecutive sifting results, is used as one of the stopping criteria.  
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Sifting is ceased if SD falls below a threshold. The isolated intrinsic mode image, 
c1 contains the finest edges of the signal and we separate c1 from the data. 
r1=r0-c1
 
4-7 
The new signal called the residue, r1, still holds lower frequency information. In 
the next iteration, the residue r1 is treated as the new image data in place of r0 and 
subjected to the sifting process. This procedure is repeated on all the subsequent residues 
(rj‟s), to realize a set of IMI. 
     r  c - r , .. ,r  c - r nn1-n221   4-8 
4.3.2 Stopping criteria for IMI formation 
The sifting through residuals can be stopped by any of the following stopping 
criteria; if the residual pixel values become too small to be of any practical importance, or 
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when the residual pixel values becomes monotonic containing no IMI. It is not to be 
expected, to always have residual pixel values with zero mean, because even for image 
data with zero mean, the final residue can still be different from zero. The final residual 
pixel values form the trend of the data. Reconstruction of the image data is performed 
using the relation, 
  r  c Xˆ
n
1i
ni

  4-9 
Thus, the image data is decomposed into n-empirical modes, and a residue, run, 
which can be either the mean trend or a constant intensity. In Figure 4-2 an example of 
extrema and mean envelope detection in a synthetic dataset for visualization and 
understanding purposes is shown. This is similar to filtering the image data with 
interpolation filters and is used in the sifting process. The lines in red mark the extrema 
while the blue dotted line shows the envelope mean. Figure 4-3 shows a decomposition 
of a synthetic data set by EMD for easy visual understanding of the process. 
 
Figure 4-2. Extrema and mean envelope detection in a synthetic dataset for visualization and understanding 
purposes. This is similar to filtering the image data with interpolation filters and is used in the sifting 
process. The lines in red mark the extrema while the blue dotted line shows the envelope mean. 
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Figure 4-3. Empirical mode decomposition of a synthetic dataset. 
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4.4  Extension to bidirectional EMD 
Empirical mode decomposition has been extended to images in this dissertation. 
The IMF showed consistent behavior when evaluated as images. The fact that each of the 
IMF provided interesting information about the data and the fact that the decomposition 
has a small set of independent modes was considered worth exploring towards a new 
fusion scheme. The EMD theory was originally proposed for one-dimensional data. It has 
been extended for two-dimensional data in the literature towards image compression and 
texture analysis [Linderhed 2004, Nunes et al 2003, Liu and Peng, 2004, Linderhed, 
2005]. Though seemingly apt for image compression, these methods require sophisticated 
fitting schemes employing surface fitting by means of radial basis functions, bi-cubic 
splines etc. Initially, the mathematical soundness was unclear from the literature and it 
was supposed that vectorization of data was more promising and essential trial. The input 
images were vectorized in lexicographical order. In the process of testing and 
understanding the decomposition process, the intrinsic mode functions were 
reconstructed and viewed as images. This led to an interesting and beneficial observation, 
upon which, one of the contributions of this effort is centered. It was observed that the 
lower IMI were those pertaining to the edge information of the image and the higher IMF 
receded into details and illumination trend of the image. It was also observed that the 
number of IMI were always finite and small numbered. This was used for initial proof of 
concept and the method was extended into bidirectional EMD. Both the forms are valid 
and complete and can be chosen based on application. In this extension, a surface is fit to 
the data in the (usually) non-uniformly-spaced vectors. We identify the extrema by 
neighborhood analysis and an envelope is interpolated based on these points. The surface 
always passes through the data points. The triangle-based cubic interpolation is utilized in 
fitting the data. This method produces smooth surfaces and the implementation is based 
on a delaunay triangulation of the data. It is evident that the first IMI are representative of 
the finest to fine details in the data and progressively start describing the coarser edges in 
the input image. The last residual matrix that is extracted describes the trend of the image 
data and is equivalent to the approximation of the data in other data analysis methods.  
The schematic for extension to bidirectional EMD is shown in Figure 4-4 and a 
typical EMD of an image is shown in Figure 4-5 where the decomposition shows fine and 
superfine details of the image. The last IMI describes the trend information in the input 
image, which usually pertains to low frequency information and models the illumination 
in the scene.  
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Figure 4-4. Extensions for bidirectional EMD. The input image and channels are shown in italics and the 
reconstructed channels and image are shown in bold face. 
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(a) Multifocus input image (b) IMI 1 
  
(c) IMI 2 (d) Trend IMI 
Figure 4-5. A typical EMD of an image into IMIs (a) original image used for decomposition (b) IMI 1 
(Super fine details) (c) IMI 2 (fine details) and (d) trend image (approximation). Intermediate IMIs are not 
shown due to space considerations. 
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4.4.1 Related background in multimodal image fusion 
The principal contributions of this dissertation arise from an effort that involved 
the fusion of multimodal data, a novel technique for image fusion and enhancement, 
using empirical mode decomposition. These methods decompose images, rather than 
signals, from different imaging modalities into their IMI. The IMI provided frequency 
information about the image data and a small finite set of independent modes is extracted. 
The enhancement and fusion is executed at the decomposition level. The IMI are 
multiplied by sets of weights that decrease the mutual information (MI) between them. 
This integration of modalities via decrease in MI, results in a synergistic output image 
that has enhances features from both modalities. The key contributions in our algorithm 
are the use of empirical mode decomposition to decompose the input images and, 
establishing a weighting scheme, which decreases the mutual information between IMI, 
initialized by weights inspired by an empirical understanding of the intrinsic mode 
images. Empirical mode decomposition has been extended to visual and thermal images 
in the parent effort. The degree of versatility of image fusion using weighted IMI was 
high for highlighting features from both modalities. In principal component fusion, the 
number of principal components to be employed for reconstruction is either an arbitrary 
or a statistic-influenced choice. The nature of the application is also another influence in 
the number of principal components selected. But in the case of the EMD, the number of 
IMF does not constitute an issue owing to their small numbers. The decomposition is 
performed on all the input images. The visual and the thermal images were decomposed 
into intrinsic mode images. At this pre-reconstruction stage, the IMI are multiplied by a 
set of weights that decrease the mutual information between them. A flow diagram that 
elucidates our fusion scheme is shown in Figure 4-6.  
4.4.2 Methodology 
The central idea behind the choice of weights in this manner is that image fusion 
is more meaningful if the components being fused are independent from each other. We 
conducted experiments with different weights and used mutual information and 
inspection to study the effects of the weighting scheme on the resultant image. It was 
observed that with the decrease in mutual information the features from both modalities 
were emphasized well and the resultant image was richer in thermal and visual features. 
The mutual information was calculated for different weighting schemes and it was 
observed that for decrease in mutual information, the visual quality of the fused image 
improves. The initial weights chosen were based on the need to emphasize or de-
emphasize a particular feature. An empirical understanding of the nature of the IMI is   
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Figure 4-6.A conceptual schematic of the new fusion scheme. This schematic shows the process of utilizing 
IMI and the weighting scheme towards image fusion. 
used to initialize the weights. Based on the decrease in mutual information and increase 
in visual information, the weights are modified to arrive at better-fused images. 
The compact form of the weighting scheme used in our method is given by, 
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which the j
th 
thermal IMI is multiplied, and 
ijT  is the j
th 
thermal IMI corresponding to the 
i
th 
channel. The mutual information (MI) is calculated using, 
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where, 
 I(x,y) is the mutual information of the image pair, 
 p(x,y) is the joint probability mass function of the co-occurrence of pixel 
pairs (x,y) in an image pair, 
 p(x) is the probability mass function of the occurrence of pixel x in the 
visual image V, 
 p(y) is the probability mass function of the occurrence of pixel y in the 
thermal image T. 
An example of the quantitative tests with weighting schemes is shown in Figure 
4-7. The image corresponding to weighting scheme 5 shows the least MI and a balanced 
emphasis on features from both input modalities shown in Figure 4-8.  Image fusion was 
performed using EMD and some of the results are presented herewith. Output images 
from other fusion techniques are also displayed for comparison with our results. In Figure 
4-9(a), we see an example of an object partially hidden in the visual spectrum. The lower 
portion of a pair of scissors is hidden from view. In Figure 4-9 (b), the thermal signature 
of the whole pair of scissors is seen. The edges, especially of the holes on the metal 
surface behind the obstructing material, are not very distinct. There is no color 
information present in the thermal image. Figure 4-9 (c), an image fused by pixel-by-
pixel averaging is shown. There is significant loss in the strength of edges. Averaging is 
similar to low pass filtering and the surface reflectances of the obstructing material are 
not seen in the fused image. In Figure 4-9 (d), the output of wavelet based fusion is 
shown. The output image looks more like the thermal image and the visual information is 
suppressed. Hence, when images acquired under very hot conditions are fused using 
wavelet based fusion, the fused image is dominated by the thermal content. In Figure 4-9 
(e), the output of PC fusion is shown. The effects are similar to averaging. There is no 
color information in the PC fused image. In Figure 4-9 (f), an image fused via EMD is 
shown. Color information is well preserved in the EMD fused image. Features from both 
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the modalities are emphasized well. The fusion allows an effect of being able to see 
through the obstruction. The surface reflectances of the obstructing material are seen 
clearly. Edges are imported onto the thermal content from the visual image in the fused 
image. We believe that this confluence of features will assist in improving the efficiency 
of object recognition schemes. In the set of images associated with Figure 4-10 (a), one is 
able to see a case of a face partially hidden in the visual spectrum. The thermal radiation 
of the face is visible regardless of the obstructing medium as seen in Figure 4-10 (b). 
There is very little improvement of the interpretive information in the averaged image in 
Figure 4-10 (c)), in the image fused using wavelet based fusion in Figure 4-10 (d), and in 
the image fused by PC fusion in Figure 4-10 (e). In Figure 4-10 (f), a hidden human face 
is more discernible in the output image. The eyes of the individual are seen clearly. The 
virtue of thermal images being independent of ambient lighting allows the extension of 
fusion methods for face detection and human tracking applications. Further, the edges 
from both modalities are introduced in the fused image. Edges like those of the eyes and 
nose are of significant importance in face recognition. Our method allows a confluence of 
information from both modalities; the potential of which can be harnessed in biometric 
applications. This experiment was conducted to establish the feasibility of using image 
fusion via EMD for security applications.  
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Figure 4-7. Mutual information calculated for various weighting schemes. 
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(a) Weighting scheme 1(MI = 
0.6034) 
(b) Weighting scheme 
3(MI = 0.4154) 
(c) Weighting scheme 5 (MI = 
0.0.3856) 
  
(d) Visual input image (e)Thermal input image 
 
Figure 4-8. Fused images corresponding to weighting schemes 1, 3 and 5 (refer to Figure 4-7). The image 
corresponding to weighting scheme 5 shows the least MI and a balanced emphasis on features from both 
input modalities shown in (d) and (e). 
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(a) Visual image (b) Thermal image (c) Averaged image 
 
(d) Image obtained  
using wavelet fusion 
(e) Image obtained using PC 
fusion 
(f) Image obtained using our 
method. 
Figure 4-9. Comparison of a set of results from different fusion schemes, (a) input visual image, (b) input thermal image, (c) pixel-by-pixel averaged 
image, (d) image fused using wavelet based fusion, (e) image fused using principal component fusion and, (f) output of our method  
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(a) Visual image (b) Thermal image (c) Averaged image 
 
(d) Image obtained  
using wavelet fusion 
(e) Image obtained using PC 
fusion 
(f) Image obtained using our 
method. 
 
Figure 4-10 Comparison of a set of results from different fusion schemes, (a) input visual image, (b) input thermal image, (c) pixel-by-pixel averaged 
image, (d) image fused using wavelet based fusion, (e) image fused using principal component fusion and, (f) output of our method 
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4.5  Extending depth of field by intrinsic mode image fusion 
In multifocus fusion, the central idea is to fuse a set of focused areas from 
different input images into one image where all areas of the scene are in focus. We 
exploit the potential of EMD, for analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary datasets 
developed by Huang et al [Huang et al., 1998]. This decomposition method is data-driven 
and application independent. Here, the input images are decomposed into intrinsic mode 
images using EMD and fusion is performed on the decomposition level to achieve the all-
in-focus image. Empirical mode decomposition is capable of segregating intrinsic 
oscillatory modes in a signal, which in our case is an input image with a part of the 3-D 
scene in focus. The properties of the intrinsic mode images allow us to emphasize the 
areas corresponding to the focused areas in a set of input images. The principal 
contribution is the use of intrinsic mode images for fusion and a versatile method which 
is application independent. The fused image has information from all focal planes, while 
maintaining the visual verisimilitude of the scene. 
The motivation behind using EMD is that it is a local-global decomposition 
scheme which does not require a „mother‟ kernel making it application independent. 
Since it involves no region segmentation and is a global method, border artifacts are 
absent. A typical EMD of an image employs a sifting process that elicits the finest 
oscillatory modes from the data, analogous to filtering particles through a set of fine to 
coarse sieves. A typical EMD of an image shows fine and superfine details of the image 
in its IMIs. The last IMI called the residue displays the approximation of the image.  
4.5.1 Frequency content based IMI extraction 
In comparison to other decomposition methods, such as PCA or Wavelets, EMD 
is different in many basic aspects. For example PCA is a global analysis method and 
results in one low pass (or approximation) and a large number of higher band passes. The 
higher principal components (PCs) usually do not display visual information such as 
edges etc. Additionally the choice of how many principal components is usually a 
limiting factor in methods using PCA. Losing PC‟s results in a loss in sharpness and this 
is diametrically opposite of what we require to fulfill multifocus fusion. Wavelets on the 
other hand, which forms the spine of multiscale decomposition methods, usually result in 
a low pass approximation and a smaller set of higher band passes. The level of 
decomposition is usually selected by the user and more levels are needed to extract finer 
details. The level of decomposition is usually a heuristic. Wavelet families are either 
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chosen arbitrarily or designed for an application or an imaging system which features 
similar data. This makes such methods application dependent. The choice of wavelet 
family is an open question and is continually explored. Additionally, processing is local 
(not global) and this is performed on reduced resolutions.  
Intrinsic mode images (IMI) are inherent oscillatory modes identified by the 
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) process. EMD is intuitive, direct, and data-driven, 
with the basis functions based on and derived from the data. This is an exclusive property 
of EMD and it has the ability to identify features defined as “instantaneous frequency” in 
the literature. This allows an analysis of frequency and time at a signal instant that other 
decomposition tools are unable to do so. EMD decomposes a signal typically into a small 
set of high frequency images and multiple band pass images (typically lower frequency 
bands). In the initial frequency analysis on input images, it was observed that the 
information is often spread over the entire frequency spectrum. This is a consistent 
process where the focal information is filtered from the image, driven by the local 
properties of the image. This translates to the ability of being able to identify focal 
regions in an image that pertain to focally connected regions to be employed in fusion 
process. In the preliminary experiments, shown in Figure 4-11, we have discovered that 
fusion through this method has significant merit towards the fusion of multifocus fusion. 
The thesis being pursued here is that a local and global image decomposition tool (EMD) 
has been identified and optimized to decompose images. EMD extracts IMIs which are 
rich in high frequency information. Fusion performed on the decomposition level with 
emphasis on such high frequency data allows us to fuse multi-focus datasets into an all-
in-focus image. Preliminary results show that this argument holds and has been validated 
objectively and subjectively. In a straightforward examination into optimizing the 
sharpness of the fused images, we discovered that the sharpness increased in utilizing the 
information in the leading IMIs, based upon tests on synthetic datasets. This also supports 
the logic that the primary IMIs hold relevant and rich frequency content. The next step is 
to quantify the above experiments with more robust understanding towards automated 
frequency based IMI extraction. Experiments are conducted towards adding adaptiveness 
to the IMI fusion method by adaptive frequency thresholding. We performed frequency 
analyses on IMIs of numerous input images and performed histogram analyses to 
estimate density of frequency content in each IMI. Using this we rank the percentage of 
high frequency content in the first bin of each IMI density. We find from empirical 
observations that for purposes of multifocus fusion (or any other application which 
requires focus only on the higher frequency information), that the first five IMI‟s hold 
sufficient information that is needed for multifocus fusion. While the lower IMIs hold 
useful trend and other low frequency information, they can be compromised on to make 
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the general algorithm faster. In Figure 4-12 through Figure 4-21 the frequency analyses 
performed towards establishing an understanding of automated IMI extraction is 
presented. A conservative threshold per data set (or image stack in our case) is 
determined based on the frequency content. It is a global threshold based on the focal 
information and this will adapt to the focal content of the image input set thereby making 
the number of IMIs consistent with the high frequency regions. We recommend using the 
first three IMIs for fusion using the prescribed weighting function in equation 4-12. In 
Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21, we present the overall view of frequency content in the 
IMIs in one „DOF‟ input image and one „Lenses‟ input image. In Figure 4-22 and Figure 
4-23, we present the visualization of density of frequency content in one „DOF‟ input 
image and one „Lenses‟ input image. We use these densities to rank the presence of high 
frequency information in numerous input images (here we conduct tests on 63 input 
images collected for multifocus fusion). The densities of high frequency content in the 
first decile are used to rank the amount of high frequency content in each IMI.  
In summary, the lower IMI‟s consistently hold high frequency information and 
the first five hold the high frequency content most pertinent for image fusion. The first 
three IMI‟s are necessary for multifocus fusion. The higher IMIs hold useful trend 
information, which can be compromised on for quicker computation. The trend IMI holds 
all the information contained in the lower IMI‟s and therefore there is no loss of data 
when reconstructed. Since there is no loss in data due to this automation, these thresholds 
may be compromised or recalibrated for the particular application. These are conservative 
recommendations based on the focal information and can adapt to the focal content of the 
input image set. In Figure 4-24, empirical observations are made from these tests that 
lead to the recommendations. This also conforms to the tests performed by examining 
sharpness optima in increasing the number of IMI‟s for fusion.  
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Figure 4-11. Sharpness optima in increasing the number of IMI's for fusion. 
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(a) Frequency information in IMI 1 of „DOF‟ input 
image 
(b) Frequency information in IMI 1 of „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in IMI 1 of „Lenna‟ test 
image 
(d) Frequency information in IMI 1 of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-12. Spectral information from IMI 1 from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) 
„Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset. 
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(a) Frequency information in IMI 2 of „DOF‟ input 
image 
(b) Frequency information in IMI 2 of „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in IMI 2 of „Lenna‟ test 
image 
(d) Frequency information in IMI 2 of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-13. Spectral information from IMI 2 from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) 
„Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset.  
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(a) Frequency information in IMI 3 of „DOF‟ input 
image 
(b) Frequency information in IMI 3 of „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in IMI 3 of „Lenna‟ test 
image 
(d) Frequency information in IMI 3 of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-14. Spectral information from IMI 3 from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) 
„Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset. 
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(a) Frequency information in IMI 4 of „DOF‟ input 
image 
(b) Frequency information in IMI 4 of „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in IMI 4 of „Lenna‟ test 
image 
(d) Frequency information in IMI 4 of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-15. Spectral information from IMI 4 from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) 
„Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset 
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(a) Frequency information in IMI 8 of „DOF‟ input 
image 
(b) Frequency information in IMI 8 of „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in IMI 8 of „Lenna‟ test 
image 
(d) Frequency information in IMI 8 of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-16. Spectral information from IMI 8 from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) 
„Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset. 
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(a) Frequency information in IMI 9 of „DOF‟ input 
image 
(b) Frequency information in IMI 9 of „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in IMI 9 of „Lenna‟ test 
image 
(d) Frequency information in IMI 9 of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-17. Spectral information from IMI 9 from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) 
„Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset 
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(a) Frequency information in trend IMI of „DOF‟ 
input image 
(b) Frequency information in trend IMI of „Fence‟ 
input image 
  
(c) Frequency information in trend IMI of „Lenna‟ 
test image 
(d) Frequency information in trend IMI of „Lenses‟ 
input image 
Figure 4-18. Spectral information from the trend IMI from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ 
dataset, (b) „Fence‟ dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset.  
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(a) Frequency information in the „DOF‟ input image (b) Frequency information in the „Fence‟ input 
image 
  
(c) Frequency information in the „Lenna‟ test image (d) Frequency information in the „Lenses‟ input 
image 
Figure 4-19. Spectral information from different input test images from (a) „DOF‟ dataset, (b) „Fence‟ 
dataset, (c) Lenna test image and (d) „Lenses‟ dataset   
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Figure 4-20. Frequency analysis on IMIs on input image (from 'DOF' dataset) 
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Figure 4-21 Frequency analysis on IMIs on input image (from „Lenses‟ dataset) 
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Figure 4-22. Density of frequency content ('DOF' input image) 
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Figure 4-23. Density of frequency content („Lenses‟ input image) 
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Figure 4-24. Empirical testing to optimize IMI extraction. The densities of high frequency content 
in the first decile are used to rank the amount of high frequency content in each IMI.  
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4.5.2 Methodology  
The sifting through residuals can be stopped when the residue becomes 
monotonic containing no IMIs. Based on the nature of the IMI, experiments were 
conducted to utilize these bases towards image fusion. Fusion is achieved during the 
Empirical Mode Synthesis. Given N input images, the fused image F is synthesized as 
follows,  




N
1i
pMi
hC
1p
pM
N
1i
pqi
hC
1p
1M
1q
pq
cF  
4-12 
 
where 
       N
1
...1
pM2p1p
 ,p=1,2,3 
 
and, M is the level of decomposition at which the residues becomes monotonic. The 
central idea of our fusion is emphasizing the superfine and fine details in a set of input 
images by weighing the corresponding IMIs with pq‟s and pM. This emphasizes the 
focused area in the input images. This is extendable to grayscale or color image datasets 
(Ch =1 or 3). The schematic of IMI fusion is presented in Figure 4-25. 
4.5.3  Experimental results 
In the related experiments, we have performed fusion and related analyses on 
various datasets from different imaging applications, varying from microscopic to longer 
range data sets. We have compared our method with a region based and multiscale 
decomposition based (MSD) method. In the region based technique, multiple size 
windows were used to select areas in focus as discussed in [Redondo et al., 2005]. For 
MSD based fusion, we have implemented the fusion algorithm, due to Frechette and 
Ingle [Frechette and Ingle, 2005]. This method is selected as it is designed for fusion with 
multiple frames and has many parallels with our method. This method uses the coiflet 
wavelet (level 2) family which is reported suitable for multifocus fusion. In the example 
in Figure 4-26(a-c), a series of images from a large chamber scanning electron 
microscope (LC-SEM) are shown, where various planes of the image are in focus. In 
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Figure 4-26 (d) an image fused using the region selection method is shown. Prominent 
border artifacts are seen under close inspection, highlighted by the red arrows. In Figure 
4-26 (e), an image fused using MSD fusion is shown. While a good rendition of the scene 
is obtained, there are ringing effects upon close inspection. In Figure 4-26 (f), an image 
fused using the proposed method is shown. Border artifacts are substantially reduced and 
a crisp overall perspective of the scene is obtained. In our implementation, we use p1,2 
=1, p(q,..,M)=1/N  p=1,2,3, which emphasizes the fine and superfine details in the 
intrinsic mode images which unify and emphasize the areas in focus. In Figure 4-27(a, b), 
input images from a terrain modeling application are shown. In Figure 4-27 (a), the tread 
of the tire is in focus. In Figure 4-27 (b), the soil is in focus. In Figure 4-27 (c), fusion 
using a MSD fusion is shown. The result from the region selection method is not shown 
due to space and resolution considerations. In Figure 4-27 (c), we see that while an 
overall rendition of the tire and soil appear together in the scene there is a considerable 
blurring due to ringing effects. The fused image using the proposed method, in Figure 
4-27 (d), is much sharper and details from both planes are prominently visible. 
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Figure 4-25. A schematic of IMI fusion for extending depth of field 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 4-26. Comparison of different fusion methods (a-c) a few input microscopic (LC-SEM) images (note various sections of the input images are 
blurred due to the narrow depth of field), (d) fusion by region selection method (e) fusion using MSD based fusion and (f) fusion using proposed fusion 
method. 
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Figure 4-27. An example of multifocus fusion (a) input showing focused tire treads (f) input image showing focused soil (c) fusion using MSD based 
fusion (h) fusion by proposed method. 
(a) Tire tread focused image 
(d) EMD fusion 
 
(b) Soil focused image 
(c) MSD based fusion 
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4.5.4 Objective evaluations 
Since improvement in fusion quality is hard to visually validate, we performed 
objective evaluations of the fused images as well. The images fused using region 
selection; MSD, and EMD fusion were evaluated using the Tenengrad sharpness measure 
[Krotkov, 1989]. The Tenengrad sharpness measure T for a fused image F is obtained by, 
 
 
m
1i
n
1j
2
y
2
x
)y,x(F)y,x(FT , 4-13 
where mn is the total number of pixels in F and x and y denote directional gradient 
operations. These measures are normalized against the sharpness obtained from the 
highest gradient checked board image for the same image dimensions. The objective 
results are consistent with visual inspection and show that our method produces images 
with better overall sharpness. The results of some of the objective tests are summarized in 
Table 4-1. The images fused using our method have the most measured sharpness when 
compared against the other methods. 
 
Table 4-1. An objective comparison of fusion results 
 Tire-Soil Microscopic Macroscopic 
MSD 0.8615 0.8555 0.8504 
Region Selection 0.8652 0.8936 0.8667 
Proposed 0.8941 0.9157 0.8989 
4.6 Multiscale intrinsic mode image fusion  
In the EMD process, envelope means of the image data are created by interpolating 
maxima and minima envelopes of the residual data to identify intrinsic oscillatory modes. 
This is inherently akin to processing the data through an interpolation filter bank. Due to 
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this there may be ringing effects in the IMIs leading to ringing artifacts that are created in 
the final fusion. While not as pronounced as in the case of other MSD based methods, the 
ringing effects seen in a few cases of our image fusion method is still a phenomenon that 
requires further study. From the signal processing stand point, the Gibbs phenomenon is 
typically seen as the step response of a low-pass filter, and the oscillations are called 
ringing or ringing artifacts. Typically, an undershoot or an overshoot is due to a negative 
or positive impulse response, which is possible because the function takes negative or 
positive values, often because of the sudden changes in the frequency content of the 
image. This is particularly seen at the edges on the image as the open question as to 
whether the extremities of the image are maxima or minima in the EMD process. Given 
that the image data used in multifocus fusion has a substantial amount of high frequency 
content this is often likely to happen. An example can be seen in Figure 4-28, especially 
at the edges of the image highlighted by the red boxes. 
 
Figure 4-28. Examples of ringing effects in multifocus fusion. 
 A study into the effects of ringing and investigating of methods that reduce the 
ringing effects was performed. The cascading of IMI fusion with curvelet based fusion to 
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reduce the effect of ringing on the final fused image was performed. Curvelet analysis is 
a new signal analysis tool introduced by Candes and Donoho [Candes and Donoho, 2005] 
and is reputed to have very high directional sensitivity and anisotropic virtues. It has been 
observed as being appropriate for the analysis of curve and line characteristics. Since 
ringing occurs more when transitions are large and since the support of the curvelets is a 
polar wedge in the frequency spectrum, this leads to a smaller range of transitions in the 
spatial domain. The peripheral coefficients are used and this leads to the EMD process 
extracting more information in the peripheral “zone” of the frequency domain. 
Investigating the cascading of the Curvelet analysis and EMD fusion results in multiscale 
intrinsic mode image fusion. A schematic of multiscale intrinsic mode multifocus fusion 
is shown in Figure 4-29.  
4.6.1 Experimental results  
In Figure 4-30, we present the results on a macroscopic gear wheel acquired with 
a LCSEM. In this particular example, we observe that the fusion due to IMI fusion has 
the most sharpness. However, there are noticeable ringing effects in the same. Fusion 
using curvelet coefficients directly leads to a fusion wherein the regions are in focus but 
there is a drop in sharpness. In the extended version of IMI fusion, namely the multiscale 
version of IMI fusion, though the sharpness is marginally lesser than in the case of direct 
curvelet fusion, the overall ringing effects are substantially reduced. Since the curvelet 
analysis segregates the frequency spectrum into smaller regions, the inter-coefficient 
changes in contrast are minimal and hence this reduces overshoots and undershoots, 
thereby reducing ringing effects. In Figure 4-31, a comparison of ringing effects between 
IMI fusion and multiscale IMI fusion is shown. In the multiscale IMI fused image, the 
ringing effects at the edges of the image have been reduced, but some new intensity 
variations are seen as well in comparison with the IMI fused image. 
In Figure 4-32, we show an example where there are three input images set 
against a low contrast backdrop. In this particular example we see that the image fused 
using adaptive focal connectivity has the most sharpness. However, on close examination 
we are able to see there have been a few errors in the partitioning. The top right section of 
the image, in theory should have been chosen from input image 3, or should be coded 
blue in the partitioning. However, we see that the partitioning suggests that the image 
section in the top right has been accrued from input images 1 and 2 (as shown in the red 
and green sections). These however do not show to the human perception and is hence 
very useful in real time applications. On the other hand the sharpness content of the 
multiscale IMI fusion though being lesser has lesser ringing effects. Fusion using curvelet 
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coefficients directly leads to a fusion wherein the regions are well focused but with a loss 
in overall sharpness. In the multiscale version of IMI fusion, though the sharpness is 
marginally lesser than in the case of direct curvelet fusion, the overall ringing effects are 
substantially reduced. In Figure 4-32 and Figure 4-34, a comparison of ringing effects 
between IMI fusion and multiscale IMI fusion is shown. Notice the clear green color in 
the background of the multiscale IMI fused image versus the waxing and waning of 
intensities in the corresponding locations of the IMI fused image. In Figure 4-33 and 
Figure 4-35, we present the quantitative analysis of the images where fusion outputs of 
different methods are compared. The sharpness content of the AFC fusion suggests that 
this method is suitable for ad hoc cases where the visual content is significantly more 
important with some compromise of blocking effects. The IMI fusion and multiscale IMI 
fusion are better choices when multiple focal overlap with emphasis on edge integrity is 
important.  
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Figure 4-29. Block diagram of Multiscale IMI fusion. 
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(a)Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 (c) Input image 3 
   
(d) Input image 4 (e) Region selection method (f) MSD method 
   
(g) IMI fusion (h) Direct use of curvelets (i) Multiscale IMI fusion 
 
Figure 4-30. Comparison of image fusion on macroscopic data set (a-d) input images, fusion output images 
due to (e) region selection, (f) MSD, (g) IMI, (h) direct curvelet and (i) multiscale IMI fusion. 
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Figure 4-31. Comparison of ringing effects between IMI fusion and multiscale IMI fusion. In the multiscale 
IMI fused image, the ringing effects at the edges of the image have been reduced, but some new intensity 
variations are seen as well in comparison with the IMI fused image.  
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Figure 4-32. Comparison of sharpness measures of various fusion methods using various fusion metrics 
[Yao et al., 2006]. 
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(a) Input image (b) Input image 
  
(c) Input image (d) Adaptive focal connectivity fusion 
  
(e) Partitions developed via (d) (f) Direct use of curvelets 
  
(g) IMI fusion (h) Multiscale IMI fusion 
Figure 4-33. Comparison of image fusion on the depth of field dataset (a-c) input images, fusion output 
images due to (d) adaptive focal connectivity fusion, (e) Partitions developed via (d), (f) direct curvelet 
fusion, (g) IMI fusion and (h) multiscale IMI fusion. Though the sharpness metric presents larger sharpness 
content for AFC fusion, the partitioning shows errors where the regions are chosen from incorrect segments 
due to the adaptive filtering.   
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Figure 4-34. Comparison of ringing effects between IMI fusion and multiscale IMI fusion. Notice the clear 
green color in the background of the multiscale IMI fused image versus the waxing and waning of 
intensities in the corresponding locations of the IMI fused image. 
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Figure 4-35. Comparison of sharpness measures of various fusion methods using various fusion metrics 
[Yao et al., 2006]. 
In Figure 4-36, Figure 4-37, Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-39, we present some 
diverse applications of these methods. The datasets in Figure 4-37 is acquired using 
plenoptic light field cameras where images can be focused on a plane after acquisition. 
Such cameras are predicted to be one of the future advancement of digital cameras. 
Commercially available now is the Lytro® light field camera which in contrast to 
standard digital or film cameras captures light rays traveling in every direction through a 
scene. This allows some aspects of a picture to be manipulated after acquisition. To 
acquire this additional data, Lytro® cameras utilize an inventive light field sensor that 
captures color, intensity and vector direction of light rays. Another example acquired 
using through an earlier research effort in light field cameras is presented in Figure 4-38. 
In Figure 4-39, a set of long range input images are fused and the results shown 
therewith. Notice the subject and the wall in the background in focus.  
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 (c) Input image 3 
   
(d) Input image 4 (e) AFC fusion (f) Multiscale IMI fusion 
Figure 4-36. Fusion performed on the „Standard‟ dataset (a-d) input images where different sections of the standard are in focus, (e) image fused by 
AFC fusion and, (f) Image fused by Multiscale IMI fusion. This dataset was created to cover many image processing standards such as ronchi rulings, 
gradient scales, checker board patterns etc.  
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 
  
(c) Input image 3 (d) Multiscale IMI fused image 
Figure 4-37. Fusion performed on the „Refocus girls‟ dataset (a-c) input images where different subject in 
the scene is in focus and (d) Image fused by Multiscale IMI fusion.  
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(a) Input image 1 (b) Input image 2 (c) Input image 3 
   
(d) Input image 4 (e) Input image 5 (f) Multiscale IMI fusion 
Figure 4-38. Fusion performed on the „Stanford light field‟ dataset (a-e) input images where different 
subject in the scene is in focus and (f) Image fused by Multiscale IMI fusion. 
 
   
(a) Input image where 
background is in focus 
(b) Input image where foreground 
is in focus 
(c) Multiscale IMI fused image 
where foreground and 
background is in focus 
Figure 4-39. Fusion performed on the „lee‟ dataset (a-b) input images where foreground and background in 
the scene is in focus and (c) Image fused by Multiscale IMI fusion.  
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4.7 Recommendations on choice of fusion  
 In this section, the work towards a local-global method of multifocus fusion has 
been presented. We observe that when it comes to a quick and ad hoc fusion method, 
with acceptable compromises on blocking effects, then focal connectivity and adaptive 
focal connectivity methods are sufficient. This may be used in situation where a crude 
but quick rendition of the scene is required. This may be appealing to security and 
defense applications where a target is moving with considerable velocity in a reasonably 
illuminated scene. By calibrating the convolution masks to the size of threat objects or 
assets (e.g. human faces, missiles, etc), the fusion can be performed quickly to be 
visualized either by a human operator or as input to other security modules such as face 
recognition or early warning systems etc. We base this observation on speed analyses 
performed and it is seen in Figure 4-40, that the focal connectivity based methods 
outperform other methods in terms of computational speed. This family of methods has 
the additional advantage of being aesthetically pleasing with errors not easily visible to 
the naked human perception.  
In the methods that employ in part or combination, curvelet and intrinsic mode 
decompositions, we can make certain observations. These decomposition methods are 
data-driven and application independent. The input images are decomposed into intrinsic 
mode images using EMD and curvelet coefficients and fusion is performed on the 
decomposition level to attain an all-in-focus fused image. Empirical mode decomposition 
is capable of isolating intrinsic oscillatory modes in a signal, which in our case is an input 
image with a part of the 3-D scene in focus. In this method, the features of the various 
multifocus fusion methods are combined. The local properties of the high frequency 
content are extracted by the initial IMIs and they are used for the fusion of high 
frequency information. However, in cases where there are very sharp changes in contrast, 
although reduced and infrequent in comparison with other counterparts, ringing effects 
occur especially at the corners of the image. To address this situation it is suggested to 
employ the multiscale intrinsic mode image fusion. This family of methods are extremely 
useful in cases where there is focal overlap in the presence of reduced illumination (as in 
the cases of microscopic and nanoscopic applications). These methods are shift invariant, 
capitalize on the local-global frequency properties of the input images, and thus are more 
useful when the edges of the focal areas are not defined by geometric boundaries. For 
example, in the case of the LCSEM drill set, a continuum of input images are acquired 
where the sharpness in the scene is defined by the circle of confusion and not by the edge 
geometries in the scene as in the case of the DOF words dataset. In addition, these 
methods have lesser ringing effects than multiscale decomposition methods. In situations 
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where the images have to be compressed over a channel, the IMIs can be used as interim 
states as they have already been reduced to set of coefficients. In the transmission of 
sensitive information (e.g. cyber security, steganalysis, etc), the intrinsic mode images 
can be transmitted on separate channel and conveniently reconstructed at the receiver. In 
summary, all the methods that are investigated in this effort have found to be efficient in 
the extension of depth of field. Each method has advantages partly due to the nature of 
the application and partly due to the nature of the imaging apparatus. These are 
extendable to color real time images and can be employed in a wide variety of 
applications ranging from long distance to nanoscopic applications. 
 
 
Figure 4-40. Observations of computation time on the fusion methods examined in this effort. Focal 
connectivity methods have a well-marked advantage to the other methods in terms of computational time.  
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5 Conclusions 
This dissertation work was motivated by the need to extend the depth of field of imaging 
systems limited by narrow depth of field. We investigated a variety of multifocus fusion 
techniques and recorded the related findings during the course of evaluating potential 
methods. This thorough set of experiments has led to the formation of general framework 
for multifocus fusion using various region selection and multiscale approaches. These 
methods are versatile and can be used in a myriad of protocols and applications and leads 
to better scene inspection of focal volumes in a 3D scene. The methods that have been 
investigated can be reproduced in a straightforward fashion and allows the automation of 
mimicking a lens with an infinitesimal depth of field. The challenges that were met and 
overcome were the issues due to inter frame sensor misalignments, memory issues with 
surface interpolations towards the formation of extrema envelopes, descriptions of image 
corners as maxima and minima and the related overshoots and undershoots. In this 
chapter we summarize the contributions made to the research community by the findings 
of this effort with a short discussion for future research.  
5.1 Summary of contributions 
Innovative methods regarding multifocus fusion are proposed for automation of 
extending depth of field. Imaging systems with narrow depth of field can benefit from 
these methods. These situations are typical to microscopy and long range systems. The 
central objective of this dissertation is to document multifocus fusion methods that are 
data driven and application independent. The idea is to handle the n-input image scenario 
with constrained illumination, limited depth of field and focal overlap. Other objectives 
are to minimize blocking and ringing effects. The methods should be able to handle 
unseen data and not be dependent on a learnt classification protocol. With these research 
objectives the data-driven multifocus fusion framework is indigenously developed. In this 
section, more details are provided on the various methods designed to solve the problem.  
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5.1.1 The predicate of focal connectivity 
 
In this proposed set of methods, we utilize the predicate of focal 
connectivity to perform multifocus fusion. The contribution here is that we create 
partitions in the image fusion space that are based on focally connected 
components in the scene rather than geometrically or physically connected 
components. This is especially useful in ad hoc situations where a real time and 
quick rendition of the scene is needed. A graphical user interface has been 
integrated into a working LCSEM system to fuse real time data as a result of this 
effort. 
 
5.1.2 The direct use of curvelets 
 
In this effort, a relatively new analysis tool using curvelets that are 
representative of angular ‘wedges’ in the frequency domain is employed in 
multifocus fusion. This idea was to retrospect over a missing link in the series of 
efforts utilizing curvelet analysis. Under the hypothesis that curvelet analyses are 
sufficient for multifocus fusion, we experimented and presented a dedicated 
method based on the direct use of curvelets. This method can be used where 
objects in the scene are made up of many curvilinear sections and is expected to 
find active application in aesthetic applications such as studio and art 
photography.  
 
5.1.3 Fusion using intrinsic oscillatory modes in an image 
 
A method for fusing multifocus images by exploiting the prospects of a 
recent decomposition tool, namely EMD, for analyzing nonlinear and non-
stationary datasets is investigated. EMD is data-driven and application 
independent. The facet of decomposing a signal (in our case, a two dimensional 
image) into intrinsic mode images (IMIs) is employed in the fusion process. A 
typical EMD of an image employs a sifting process that elicits the finest 
oscillatory modes from the data, analogous to filtering particles through a set of 
fine to coarse sieves. 
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5.2 Directions for future research  
The contributions of this general multifocus fusion have been accepted by the 
research community through the application of conference proceedings and journal 
articles. These efforts have been published in renowned and prestigious avenues. The 
initial work of using EMD for image fusion is an often viewed and cited journal paper. 
These works have attracted many positive reviews and academic attention. This leads us 
to explore the possibilities of improving and diversifying based on similar methods. 
Although many directions are possible, some of the major avenues to be explored are 
listed.  
5.2.1 Variable deblurring for improved multifocus fusion 
 
Focal connectivity inherently chooses the least blurred sections of the input 
images for fusion. The next higher abstraction of the same would be the incorporate the 
ability to fuse images where regions of the 3D scene are not in focus. The potential of 
augmenting AFC fusion with variable deblurring is an interesting experiment to be 
conducted. Image morphology can be used to detect regions that are in focus and the 
input images are blurred with different PSF’s. By experimenting with focus saliency 
measures and bilateral filtering, saliency maps can be isolated for fusion and deblurring. 
Some preliminary trials of segmentation based on focus content are shown in Figure 5-1. 
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(a) Example image (b) Focus Saliency Matting Map 
(FSMM) 
(c) Segmentation based on 
FSMM 
   
(d) Example image (e) Focus Saliency Matting Map 
(FSMM) 
(f) Segmentation based on 
FSMM 
 
Figure 5-1. Preliminary results of focus saliency matting (a,d) Input images where segmentation is to be 
performed based on focus, (b,e) color coded focus saliency matting maps and (c,f) segmentations 
performed using the computed saliency maps. 
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5.2.2 Adapting multifocus fusion framework for multiexposure fusion  
 
An extension of both AFC and IMI fusion towards exposure connectivity and 
exposure decomposition is an interesting venture. The central idea here is to be able to 
fuse images acquired under different exposure settings to get one well exposed image. 
Here exposure maps (in the place of sharpness maps) are used in peak hopping to 
preserve well exposed regions. Exposure maps can be modeled as a function of exposure 
related factors such as luminance, saturation and well-exposedness. Here luminance is 
calculated from the YCbCr color space, saturation from the HSV color space and well 
exposedness as defined by Mertens et al. by [Mertens et al., 2009]:  
 
Well-exposedness : (x), 5-1 
where   
 x = I(x,y) -0.5  
I(x,y)= Pixel intensity  
 
 
An initial prototype was constructed and the results of the same are shown in 
Figure 5-2. Here in the first input image Figure 5-2 (a) one is not able to see a perpetrator 
crouching in the dark, whereas in the second one the victim is obliterated in Figure 5-2 
(b) . In the fused image we are able to see both the victim and the perpetrator. In Figure 
5-3 various input images are shown with different degrees of exposures. For example in 
Figure 5-3 (a), the door in the scene is visible and in Figure 5-3 (e), the fan and beverage 
bottle are visible. In the fused image in Figure 5-3 (f), the entire scene has an acceptable 
and desirable range of exposure as we are able to see the door and the beverage which are 
not visible in any individual input image.  
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(a) Input image where perpetrator is hidden [Fast 
image] 
 
(a) Input image where victim is hidden [Slow 
image] 
 
 
 
(c) Multiexposure fused image where both victim and perpetrator are visible. 
 
Figure 5-2. Preliminary results of Multiexposure fusion where the aspect of fusing images with different 
exposure setting is shown where (a) fast input image (perpetrator hidden), (b) slow input image (victim 
hidden) and (c) both victim and perpetrator visible.  
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(a) Input image (Minimum 
exposure) 
(b) Input image (c) Input image (Interim 
exposure) 
   
(d) Input image (e) Input image (Maximum 
exposure) 
(f) Fused image 
 
Figure 5-3. Preliminary results of Multiexposure fusion where the aspect of fusing images with different 
exposure setting is shown where (a-e) input images and (f) Fused image where information from all 
exposure settings is visible.  
 
5.2.3 EMD regularization for deblurring multifocus input images 
 
In the literature, deblurring methods do not variably deblur the images based on 
sharpness content. The steps involved would be performing segmentation of regions 
based on focus criteria and the utilization of sharpness measures to drive the degree of 
deblurring per segment. Further the regularization of the IMIs in such a manner as to 
smoothen the ‘lower IMIs’ to elicit sharper information and to sharpen the ‘higher IMIs’ 
to reduce the effects of noise and other spurious artifacts. The block diagram for the 
proposed idea is shown in Figure 5-4.  
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Figure 5-4. Proposed pipeline for EMD regularization for deblurring. 
 
 
5.2.4 Investigating image centric interpolating schemes for envelope detection in 
multifocus input images 
 
A very useful contribution to the EMD community would be pursuing better 
surface interpolation techniques that will approximate extrema from an image processing 
perspective. Presently the EMD community uses various data interpolation methods such 
as nearest neighbor approximation and cubic splines for envelope construction. These 
methods are for general data processing and it would be a worthwhile exercise creating 
interpolants inspired from an image-processing standpoint towards more accurate 
envelope formation. Good starting points to consider would be experimenting with 
watershed, ridge detection and skeletonization algorithms to participate in optimizing 
maxima and minima detection. The expectations here are that by approximating extrema 
from an image-processing standpoint, we are able to have more accurate extrema 
envelope formation with less overshoots and undershoots.  
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